BEAUTIFUL AND EASY TO USE!
The World’s First Astrology Software that
provides Comprehensive Research and
Electional Astrology, Complete Western
and Vedic Astrology, and the Most
Advanced AstroMaps all in One Program!

Dear Friends,
Thank you for your interest in our software.
The Cosmic Patterns Software team is dedicated to developing the highest quality and
standard in astrology software. Requests and suggestions from our customers drive our
software development. Therefore, you, our clients and customers, are also part of the team.
Without your support and participation, the work would not be possible.
We are committed to developing software that is beautiful and easy to use. Very often
software becomes more difficult to use as it becomes more powerful. However, this is not the
case with our software. Each new version is more powerful and flexible, and yet easy to use.
Astrology has evolved over thousands of years in many cultures and there are a seemingly
endless number of techniques, theories, applications, and features that can be added to our
programs. If you have any technique in mind that is not in our programs, let me know.
We take special pride in providing excellent customer support, and we work very hard to
create not only a beautiful, easy to use, thoroughly debugged program at a reasonable price,
but also to support every customer as well. Most customers prefer to use e-mail to contact us.
Our email address is Kepler@AstroSoftware.com We answer e-mail within 1 business day.
You can call us during business hours (9 AM to 5 PM Eastern Time, Monday through
Friday) at 1-352-373-1504 (technical support line). If you cannot call us during our office
hours, let us know. Because many customers live in different time zones it may be difficult
to call us during business hours. We can set an appointment for you to call us after office
hours on weekdays only.
Our web sites are www.AstroSoftware.com for Cosmic Patterns products and
www.AstrologySoftware.com for Matrix Software products. If you want to place an order,
click on the "Add to Cart" link or call our toll free Order Line Only at 1-800-PLANETS.
Hopefully this letter gives you a better appreciation of the nature of our business, and that
we are very dedicated to astrology and providing a professional, excellent service to you. If
you have any questions about our products and services, or if you have any suggestions, feel
free to contact me directly.
Best Wishes,
Fei Cochrane,
President
Cosmic Patterns and Matrix Software
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Visit
our websites
websites www.astrosoftware.com and
Visit our

www.astrologysoftware.com

For Novice and Expert Astrologers

Kepler requires a computer with a CD rom drive, Windows
Operating System, 32 MB RAM memory or more, and 1
Gigabyte hard disk space. Also compatible with either 32 bit or
64 bit operating system. Speakers are not required but are
recommended. Kepler also runs on Mac computers with
Windows operating system installed.
Kepler can be used by people with any level of experience, from novice
to professional. Novices can stick to the basics, and experts can use the
advanced features. Wonderfully easy to use. Kepler is amazingly comprehensive, with seemingly endless features
beautifully organized menus so you do not feel overwhelmed. Includes a huge atlas and our exclusive, highly accurate time
zone and daylight saving time tables.
Accuracy and Time Range of Calculations: Planets can be calculated from the years 999 BC to 2300 AD, except the asteroids
and 8 transneptunian planets, which in some cases cannot be calculated before 1000 AD. Accuracy of all planets is less than
1 second of arc.

Some Calculations in Alphabetical Order
A complete list of features in Kepler can be
found at:
www.astrosoftware.com/cpnew/software/kepler/
H
Angular Distance
H
Ancient Western: Essential Dignities and Planetary

Hours
H
Ancient Western: Firdaria
H
Antiscia and Contra Antiscia Charts and Listings
H
Arabic Parts Listing
H
Arabic Parts Wheels
H
Arc Transform Chart
H
Art Wheels: Chart Wheels that look like works of art
H
Art Gallery: Hundreds of Astrological Graphics
H
Ascendant: Rotate the chart to put any planet or

midpoint on the ascendant
H
Aspects and/or Midpoints Between Charts
H
Aspect Listings with Moon Details (VOC included)
H
Asteroids: 1400 asteroids included, 38,000 additional

asteroids are available with the optional 38,000
Asteroids CD
H
Asteroid Ephemeris
H
Asteroid Wheels
H
AstrologyClock
H
AstroMaps:
Geodetic Maps:
Geodetic Planet Map
Geodetic Reference Map

Horizon Maps: A horizon map is a slight variation of a
local space map; the horizon map plots the actual
house cusps whereas in a local space map house Asc
lines are drawn due east-west and the MC lines are
drawn due north-south. The planet lines in a horizon
map and local space map are identical.
Local Space Maps, Local Space Maps with Asteroids
Zodiac Sign Maps: AstroMaps that show where the
zodiac sign of the Ascendant and MC change.
Regular Maps without Orbs
Regular Maps with Orbs
Regular Maps calculated in longitude or in mundo
Flexible and easy to use
Zoom in and zoom out feature
Select any city and put it in the middle of the map
Flexible Asteroids Map: Select aspects, planets, and
asteroids desired.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Kepler Calculations in Alphabetical Order Continued
Treasure Maps (a Unique and Exciting Feature):
Love and Romance Map
Vocation and Career Map
Friendship and Family Map
Imagination and Inspiration Map
Excitement and Instability Map
Explanatory Guide to Treasure Maps
Education and Communication
Culture and Creativity
Optimism and Opportunity
Responsibility and Focus
H
AstroSignature Forecast
H
Atlas: Complete atlas, time zones, and daylight savings
time information, updated each new version of Kepler
with recent changes in laws.
H
Ayanamsha: 22 different ones to choose from, or
enter your own customized ayanamsha
Fagan/Bradley
Babylonian, Kugler 3
Lahiri
Babylonian, Huber
De Luce
Babylonian, Mercier
Raman
Aldebaran at 15 Taurus
Ushashashi
Hipparchos
Krishnamurti
Sassanian
Djwhal Khool
Galactic Center
Yukteshwar
J2000
JN Bhasin
J1900
Babylonian, Kugler 1
B1950
Babylonian, Kugler 2
Customized value
H
Azimuth-Altitude
H
Chart Wheels (see “Wheels” below) Chart Explorer
(Vedic interactive interpretations courtesy of Australian
astrologer Dadhichi Toth)
H
Comparison Charts
H
Composite Charts
H
Coordinate System:
Normal (Zodiac Longitude)
Heliocentric
Horizon (azimuth-altitude, east on left side)
Azimuth (West on left side)
Right Ascension
Mundoscope (prime vertical chart)
Declination Longitude Equivalent
Declination Longitude Equivalent Antiscia
Declination Longitude Equivalent Contra-Antiscia
Norma (not adjusted)
Draconic (mean node)
Draconic (true node)
Tobey Secondary
Antiscia Chart
Contra Antiscia Chart
Dwadasamsa
Sun Zodiac Chart (Sun=0 Aries)
Moon Zodiac Chart (Moon = 0 Aries)
Mercury Zodiac Chart (Mercury = 0 Aries)
Venus Zodiac Chart (Venus = 0 Aries)
Mars Zodiac Chart (Mars = 0 Aries)
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H
Jupiter Zodiac Chart (Jupiter = 0 Aries)

Saturn Zodiac Chart (Saturn = 0 Aries)
Uranus Zodiac Chart (Uranus = 0 Aries)
Neptune Zodiac Chart (Neptune = 0 Aries)
Pluto Zodiac Chart (Pluto = 0 Aries)
Asc. Zodiac Chart (Asc. = 0 Aries)
House Zodiac Chart
H
CoAscendant in chart wheel
H
Composite: Asc Midpoint, MC Midpoint, Derived Asc,
Davidson Time-Space
H
Day-for-a-year Ingresses Rx/Direct
H
Declination Longitude Equivalent Chart
H
Declination Longitude Equivalent Chart Antiscia
Chart
H
Declination Longitude Equivalent Chart Contra
Antiscia Chart
H
Degree Meanings
H
Draconic Chart
H
Declinations: Transit to natal declinations, and progressed to natal declinations, and a list of declination
positions in the chart wheel, as well as the parallels of
declination. You can also obtain midpoint structures in
declination and a graphic ephemeris in declination.
H
Dwadasamsa Chart
H
Eclipses indicated in transit-to-natal printouts
H
Eclipse Maps: Date and Time, as well as eclipse path is
displayed. Ability to display more than one eclipse path
on a map.
H
Eclipse, Lunation, and Ingress Charts
H
Educational and Learning: Avalon Lessons
H
Electional Astrology Graph
H
Email printouts directly from Kepler
H
Encyclopedia
H
Ephemeris Tables of Planets and/or Asteroids
H
Essential Dignities and Planetary Hours Table
H
Financial Astrology:
Graph financial data e.g. stock or commodity
G
Import financial data from other company that
G
provides financial data
Automatically pick out and save on a file high
G
and low days
Files are saved in Kepler data base
G
Produce gold price forecast and silver price forecast
G
Use Kepler's research tools to create forecast for
G
other commodities
Designed specifically for index and commodity
G
forecasts (stock forecasts not available yet)
H
Firdaria (way of forecasting)
H
Fixed Stars
H
Fixed Star Wheels
H
Gauquelin Sector
H
Grand Trines, T-Square, Yods, etc. Listings:
3-Planet Patterns formed by any combination of the
following aspects: x, c, b, n, m, >, <, ?
H
Graphic Ephemeris:
Natal, transiting, secondary progressed, and/or solar
G

For more information about Kepler go to
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arc positions can be combined together
G
Color coded lines help identity which charts are
involved in an aspect
G
Customize by selecting planets, line thickness and
other printouts
G
Use Longitude, Declination, and Latitude positions
H
Harmonic Charts, listings of harmonic aspects,
harmonic patterns, and harmonic chart wheels
H
Harmonic Highlights Report by David Cochrane
H
Health Encyclopedia
H
Heliocentric wheel
H
Horizon Chart
H
House System Comparison
H
Huber House Wheel
H
Huber Style Wheel
H
Huber Mondknoten
H
Ingresses (Planetary Ingresses)
H
Ingresses: Day-for-a-Year Ingresses and Rx/Direct
H
Ingresses into Zodiac Sign
H
Kepler Workshop (Vedic, etc.)
Vedic: Chakras and Vargas, Gochara (Transits) Dasas
and Bhuktis, Ashtakavarga
Sky Map, Eclipse Map
Graphic Ephemeris, Text Ephemeris
Moon Calendar, Star Calendar
Lifetime Progressed Declination
Kepler WorkShop Astrology Clock
Chart Explorer
Declination (equatorial)
Latitude (ecliptic)
H
Lilith (Mean Black Moon) in chart wheel
H
Lilith (True Black Moon) in chart wheel
H
Lunar Return
H
Lunar Eclipse Listing
H
Lunar Phase Report
H
Lunation and/or Eclipses (any location)
New Moon (Including Solar Eclipses), Solar Eclipse
Full Moon (Including Lunar Eclipse), Lunar Eclipse,
Solar and Lunar Eclipses, or all of the above.
H
Medieval Wheels
H
Midpoint Trees, and Midpoint Sorts, Midpoint trees
between 2 charts
H
Moon’s Node: Mean, True.
H
Moon Calendar
H
Multi-Media: Live Mini Reading
H
Munkasey's Midpoint Weighting Analysis
H
Mundoscope Chart
H
Natal Chart
H
Numerology
H
Parallax corrected moon
H
Parallels of Declination: Listed in wheel printouts,
printed in transit-to-natal listings
H
Polar Ascendant in chart wheel
H
Paran Listings
H
Planetary Pitches (Music of the Spheres)
H
Planet Ephemeris

H
Planet Return
H
Precessed

Solar, Lunar, and Planetary Returns
Directions: List of dates when primary
directed planets cross angular cusps
H
Primary Arcs Table
H
Profile Category Scores
H
Progressions: Progressed Chart & Listings, Degreefor-aYear, Secondary, Solar arc directions, Month-for-ayear,
Direct or Converse, Progressed-to-Natal aspects,
Progressed-to-Progressed aspects, Progressed and
transiting midpoint structures, Progressed Time Line
Profile
Methods for progressed houses (or MC):
G
Solar Arc MC with corresponding Asc at the
geographic latitude
G
Naibod Arc in Right Ascension
G
Mean Solar Motion
G
Time of the progressed chart
H
Progressed-to-Progressed
H
Progressed-to-Progressed Lunar Phase Listing
H
Rectification Assistance: You can enter the date when a
person got married, was in an accident, or experienced
other major events, and obtain a total score based on
how many transiting and progressed aspects occurred
that match the events. Then you can adjust the birth time
and compare scores. You can, of course, change the
astrological weighting for each transiting or progressed
aspect. This feature is a big plus to have!
H
Relocated aspects to Asc and MC
H
Relocated Charts
H
Research: Advanced research feature, Aspects between
2 charts, Astrological signatures. Discover them, create,
them, and test them! See graphs of the distribution of
angular distances between planets and other
exploratory research features.
H
Sabian Symbols
H
Set a default place to use in AstroMap
H
Sabian Symbols
H
Set a default place to use in AstroMap
H
Sky Map
H
Solar Return
H
Star Catalog
H
Synastry: Midpoints Comparison, Aspect Grid
Compare (also available in BiWheel), Harmonic Aspect
Grid Compare, Compatibility Scores, Compatibility Text
Listing.
H
Tobey Secondary
H
Time Line Profile: forecast accident proneness, athletic
performance, etc. with a customizable, sophisticated
weighting scheme.
H
Time Line Forecast: easy to read graphic presentation
H
Transneptunians
H
TransPluto in Chart Wheel
H
Transits or Forecast: Transit-to-Natal, Transit-toTransit,
Transit-to-Progressed, Transiting planet-tonatalmidpoint, Transiting midpoint-to-natal-planet
H
Primary

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Kepler Calculations in Alphabetical Order Continued
H
Specify which aspects to use to determine the time

H
Transit-to-Transit
H
Zodiac Sign

Stations
Ingresses

that the Moon is void of course.
H
Produce a list of dates and times when planets turn Rx

H
Vertex
H
Void of

or direct.

Course Moon Listing

H
And much, much, more!

Vedic Astrology
H
Kepler provides

you with all of the fundamental
features of Vedic astrology.
Chart Wheels in either North or South Indian style, Dasas:
Ashtotarri, Narayana, and Vimsottari, Bhuktis, Shad Bala,
Nakshatras, Vargas, Gochara, Ashtakavarga Shad Bala,
Sthanna Bala, Manglik, Chakras and Vargas, Antara,
Vimsottari Bhukti with interpretation.
H
Vedic Insight Report

Wheels
Chart Wheels, Natal Chart Wheel, BiWheel, Harmonic
Chart, 2 Separate Wheels, TriWheel, Arabic Parts Wheel,
3 Separate Wheels, QuadWheel, Fixed Stars Wheel,
4 Separate Wheels, Asteroids Wheel, Huber Wheel,
TriWheel Animation, Heliocentric Wheel, Square Wheel,
Medieval Wheel, Midpoints Wheel, TriWheel Animation,
Blank Wheel, Japanese Wheel, Transit Wheel
H
Whole Sign Houses (zero degrees of rising sign is
Ascendant, zero degrees of next sign on 2nd cusp, etc.
with Asc and MC placed in the wheel like planets)
H
90 Degree Dial: Regular, BiWheel, TriWheel,
QuadWheel, Clearly marked and accurate placement in
dial ruler

Other Forecast Features
Suppose that you are an astrologer and you would like
for your clients the following information for the
coming year: Outer planet transits to the natal chart,
secondary progressed to natal, secondary progressed to
progressed, and solar arc to natal aspects. Kepler’s Time
Line Format allows you select all of these forecast methods
and see a graphic time line so you can quickly and easily see
what astrological influences are in effect. Selecting which
forecast methods you want is as easy: just check the
methods you want. Kepler also allows you to produce
simple text listings of transiting and progressed aspects
but most astrologers prefer the elegance, simplicity,
power, and flexibility of the Time Line Format.

Time Line Format
Calendar date is printed periodically so that while looking
through the printout, you can see what the dates are
without needing to scroll up and down repeatedly. The
date when the aspect is exact appears in the time line
printout.
The Time Line Format allows you to select as many
forecast methods as you like. For example, you can select
Transit-to-Natal, Day-for-a-Year Progressed to Natal, Dayfor-a-Year Progressed to Progressed, and Solar Arc
Progressed to Natal if these are the forecast methods that
you prefer to use. After making your selections, you can
scroll through the list of transits and progressions without
needing to jump between printouts.
The time line format has the advantages of allowing you to
quickly and easily see what astrological influences are
occurring, when they occur, and how strong they are at any
time.
Selection of Forecast is very easy: A menu that allows you
to jump quickly to different kinds of forecasts available is
provided.
Other Time Line Format Feature: A thin red strip is
displayed along the bottom of each time line bar to
indicate retrograde and/or a green strip to indicate direct
motion of the transit or progressed planet.
Option to display the house position of planets and/or
zodiac sign or exact position of the transiting and natal
planets along the left side, next to the aspect that occurs.
Time Line Format

Other Forecast Lists
H
A listing of dates when the secondary progressed

planets enter a new zodiac sign or turn Rx or direct can
be produced.
H
A listing of dates when transiting planets enter zodiac
signs and a list of void of course moon times can also
be produced.
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Also included is an option to display planet positions (time
line & tran-to-natal) either with sign only or with degreesign-minute.

Chart Wheels
Dozens of chart wheel styles with hundreds of
variations to choose from:
H
Regular Wheel, BiWheel: Any 2 charts, TriWheel: Any
3 charts, QuadWheel: Any 4 charts, 2, 3, or 4 wheels
on one page or screen
H
Huber Wheels, Medieval Wheel, Midpoints Wheel
H
ArtWheels (only available in Kepler and Sirius)
H
Asteroid Wheel, Arabic Parts Wheel, Fixed Star Wheel
H
Redesign and customize chart wheels
H
Select from 50 color schemes or create your own
H
Hundres of different chart wheel styles
H
Place graphic images in background, change fonts,
etc.
H
Many other options like "out-to-in" placement of
planets in wheel, etc.
H
Print any chart wheel style in Portrait and Landscape
format
Chart Wheels
with Different
Color Schemes

H
Save chart wheels to file in BMP, GIF, PNG, PCX, TIF, and

JPG format
H
Flexible Chart Wheels: Wheel and other items in

printout can be re-sized, moved, given different colors,
change fonts and size, etc.
H
Ability to print positions of the polar ascendant and
coascendant in a table. Ability to add a background
color to tables or to the background of the page, and
the ability to quickly select among sets of font sizes.

Art Wheels
Art Wheels are beautiful chart wheels. Our art wheels were
designed by graphic artist Paul Guess. The planetary positions are placed within these exquisitely beautiful chart
wheel images. These chart wheels are perfect for framing.
They are best printed on a color printer. For an incredibly
stunning chart wheel, print an art wheel on glossy paper
with your color printer.
There are 30 art wheels to choose from, and there is a portrait (normal) and landscape (sideways) version of each art
wheel. You also have a choice of purchasing an additional
138 Art Wheels Pastel collection.
In order to make the art wheels as beautiful as possible, the
ability to add shadowing to the planetary information in
the chart wheel has been added. This adds extra pizzazz to
the art wheel.
Art Wheels Portrait
and Landscape styles

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Kepler Features Continued

House Systems

H
Use Pluto glyph: ; or _, Uranus glyph: k or !, Lilith glyph:

18 House Systems to choose from:

H
The Vertex, Equatorial Ascendant, Transpluto, 8

Campanus
Neoporph
Planet on Asc.
Whole Sign
Geodetic
Alcabitius

Porphyry
Equal
Koch
Meridian
Morinus
Kusinski

(, ), #, or ^
Placidus
Regiomontanus
Sun-on-Ascendant
Topocentric
Zero Aries
Sri-Pati

Flexibility
H
Customize aspects and orbs, and have up to 25 prede-

fined aspect sets.
H
You can customize regular wheels, BiWheel, TriWheel,

QuadWheels, transit-to-natal aspects, progressedtonatal aspects, Profile Reports and Time Line details.
H
Select any True Type font for use in interpretations. It is
easy to change the orb of aspects in natal and compatibility interpretation by selecting a report from a listing
then edit it on the screen.
H
It is also easy to customize a wheel. As you select the
planets, aspects and orbs, colors, and what tables you
want in the wheel, you immediately see the changes on
the wheel that you are viewing.
H
The above list is a sample of some of the features that can
be customized.
H
Print chart wheels in heliocentric, horizon
(azimuthaltitude east on left side, altitude-azimuth (west
on leftside), right ascencion, mundoscope, declination
longitude equivalent, declination longitude equivalent
antiscia, and declination equivalent contra-antiscia.
H
Planet Position in the wheel can either be in the traditional zodiac style or in 0-360 degree format which some
astrologers prefer for horizon, heliocentric, and right
ascension charts.
H
You can also print midpoint trees and most other printouts using these coordinates systems.
H
It is easy to make a new chart wheel style the default. You
can set a default Regular, BiWheel, TriWheel, and
QuadWheel style.

Transneptunian planets, North Node, South Node, 4
major asteroids, Part of Fortune, CoAscendant, Polar
Ascendant, and Lilith can be put in the chart wheel.
H
Easily select any coordinate system (heliocentric, right
ascension, dwadasamsa, antiscia, contra-antiscia, house
zodiac, etc.) to use.
H
The Part of Fortune can be calculated using the ancient
formula (Asc+Sun-Moon for night charts).
H
It is possible to have arrows on angular cusps, different
ways of placing planet positions in the chart wheels, and
there are dozens of other ways that wheels and other
printouts can be customized to suit your taste.
H
Easily print interpretive reports in PDF, HTML, TXT, and
RTF format. Print wheels in BMP, GIF, PNG, PCX, TIF, and
JPG format.
H
Easily save interpretive reports and chart wheels in any
directory you want and save it with any name you want.
Create your own report:
If you wish to design and develop your own interpretive
report, you can do this in Kepler. There are two parts to this
process: (1) Design the report, and (2) Write the interpretations.
Combine different transit calculations:
Kepler provides many formats for viewing transit and progressed listings, and the most popular one is time line
format. You can quickly select different kinds of forecast
methods (for example, transit-tonatal, progressed-tonatal, tertiary progressed-to-progressed, etc.) with different selections of planets and aspects for each one and see
all of this information beautifully and clearly presented on
your screen or printed out.
E-mail the chart wheels, interpretive reports, and other
printouts directly from Kepler:
Note that you must have an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
Easy Selecting and Customizing a Chart Wheel

Combine Different
Transit Calculations
Midpoints
Selections
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for this function to work. Most of the free services and even
a few that are not free (most notably AOL or MSN) will not
work. Only services that provide an outgoing mail server
name and user ID will work with Kepler’s e-mail feature.
DSL and cable connections are compatible with Kepler
emailing capability. Kepler will also send your files to
another program, such as Paint, or Notepad and you can email from there. Many users prefer to print graphics to file
and then place them in their e-mail message anyway as an
attached file.
Multi Select Printouts:
The Multi-Select Printouts feature allows you to select
several printouts very quickly. For example, suppose that
you very often select a Natal Chart Wheel, Cosmo Natal
Report, and Cosmo Forecast Report for clients. You can
save this group of printout selections and call it back so
that you do not need to select these printouts individually
in the future. Some users select the "Multi-Select Printouts"
button primarily as a way to select the printouts that have
been selected from one entry for another entry.
Easily create your own group of charts by creating your
own category.

Atlas
Kepler comes with a complete atlas of the world with
over 360,000 cities and the most up-to-date time zone and
daylight savings time tables. This is absolutely necessary in
order to calculate a chart accurately!!!
Easy-to-use: Type in upper or lower case, see cities as you
type. Narrow the search to a specific country or state if
desired. An option to purchase an additional Atlas is also
available, that is the "Mega Atlas".

Kepler Astro Fonts
Kepler has 4 complete sets of TrueType astrology font. This
astrological font can be used in your word processing program. Instead of writing out "Sun in Aries", "Moon in
Sagittarius", "Mercury in
Taurus", etc., you can instead
write a in q, s in o, d in w, etc..
Use either Pluto glyph whenever
you want: _ , ; ,or -.

qwert

yuiop

Interpretative Reports
Kepler comes with the following interpretive reports:
Cosmo Natal
Cosmo Compatibility
Cosmo Forecast
Harmonic Highlights
Numerology
Lunar Phase Report
Chart Explorer (Vedic)

Major Life Themes Report
Live Mini Reading Multimedia Intpn.
Profile Scores
Nakshatras and Dasas
AstroLocality Report
Vedic Insight Report
Dasa (Vimsottari-Bhukti interpretation)

H
The Major Life Themes Report & the Live Mini Reading

Multimedia Interpretation by David Cochrane use advanced harmonics and midpoints theory. These reports
are extremely accurate!
H
The Live Mini Reading is very entertaining not only for

you, but also for friends and family. The Live Mini reading
is an interpretation of the birth chart based on sophisticated ideas in harmonic astrology and cosmobiology.
The interpretations are clear and straightforward. The
interpretations are spoken while you view gorgeous
graphics and listen to background music! Liven up your
next party or get-together by letting your friends watch
this multi-media presentation. Even skeptics are amazed
when they see and hear this reading.
Fortunately, you do not need to know what a harmonic
triangle is or a midpoint structure to appreciate the Live
Mini Reading.
H
Almost all of the Cosmo Reports are available in other

languages such as English, Spanish, French, Portuguese,
German, Norwegian, and Japanese.
H
Interpretations of planets in degrees according to 11

different authors. Sabian Symbols are also included, but
there are also other symbolic interpretations of degree
meanings by other astrologers. This report provides you
the degree meanings of each planet according to 11
different authors.
H
Harmonic Degree Meanings: This report gives degree

meanings and the harmonic sign influences that are
present in the book Astrology for the 21st Century by
David Cochrane.
H
A Numerology Report can be produced: This report

analyzes the vowels, consonants, and total score of the
person’s name and/or birth date. Many years ago this
report was the Athena Numerology Report.

Live Mini Reading

asdfgh
jkl;
Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Kepler Features Continued

Education
Astro Encyclopedia is a very comprehensive and thorough
astrological reference work built into the Kepler program.
Diagrams and images are included to help you better understand advanced subjects such as midpoint structures as
well as the basics. Astro Encyclopedia also provides a huge
glossary of terms and excellent articles on many topics.
Health Encyclopedia: The Kepler Health Encyclopedia at
the current time does not contain very much astrological
information. There are 3 reasons why this health encyclopedia is part of Kepler: (1) Astrology is an alternative system to more conventional systems of psychological analysis. Herbalism is an alternative system to more conventional systems of health care. (2) In ancient times astrology
was widely used to assist in diagnosing health problems
and prescribing therapies. The close relationship between
medicine and astrology in ancient times encourages us to
continue studying how astrology can be applied to health
related issues, and a prerequisite for this study is having
information available on health issues and health care. (3)
Having this information easily available with Kepler is very
convenient and useful.

Other Features
Page Designer: This page is very handy for editing a chart
wheel. You can see the changes that you are making as you
click on any menu from this box. From this menu, you can
add planetary tables, move any tables anywhere on the
page, resize the wheel (change the wheel's radius), change
the wheel's orientation to horizontal or vertical position on
the page, etc. As you make the changes, you can see your
changes on the screen.
Planetary Pitches (Music of the Spheres): Kepler can play
the frequency of each planet based on a theory that the
motion of a planet at any given time is similar to the motion
of a vibrating string, and by transposing this frequency by
octaves until it is in the audible range, one can hear the
sound of the planet.

Quick selection of current transit: A Transit Chart is usually a natal chart. Creating a transit chart wheel from Kepler
is quite easy. However, make sure that the date on your
computer is set to a correct date.
Easily Create Planet Stations and Zodiac Sign Ingresses
Listing: Astrologers may want to know when Mercury is
retrograde, or when other planets are retrograde. You can
produce a listing of times when planets turn retrograde
and direct. You can also produce listings of when planets
enter a new zodiac sign.
Moon: Void of Course, Ingresses, Phases: Listings of
basic Moon information can be produced, such as when
the Moon enters a new sign, becomes void of course, and
the times of the Moon phases (New Moon, Full Moon, 1st
quarter, and 3rd quarter) occur. You can also include the
times of aspects to the Moon.
Easily Convert Julian Calendar (Old Style) to Gregorian
Calendar (New Style) Date: The Kepler program always
uses the New Style Calendar. When you enter in the data
entry screen and that date is before about 1750, Kepler will
prompt you to ask you if the date is in the Old Style
Calendar and if you want to convert it to the New Style
Calendar. Because you will be asked in the data entry screen
if you want to convert an Old Style date to a New Style date,
you do not need to use this screen to convert dates.
Calendar and Calculator: Kepler comes with a Calendar
and calculator. This option is handy when you want to view
a calendar or use a calculator while using the Kepler program.
Health Encyclopedia: The Kepler Health Encyclopedia at
the current time does not contain very much astrological
information. There are 3 reasons why this health encyclo-

Customized Chart Wheel
with all possible planets selected

Compatibility Profile Scores: You can produce a list of
compatibility scores between two people. You can select
Romantic Compatibility or Friends Compatibility. You can
change the astrological factors and weighting values used
to create the compatibility scores.
AstroSignature and Electional Forecast: This research
feature allows you to see a graph of an upcoming time
period for one chart or for the transiting planets in the sky.
You can obtain a line graph of athletic performance for the
next 6 months, for example. This allows you to pick the best
date for an athletic competition for this person by simply
looking at the graph. Electional Astrology is a method of
picking the best time for business success, accident proneness, etc. and new events that you are about to pursue.
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Kepler Superb Astrology Software
pedia is part of Kepler: (1) Astrology is an alternative system to more conventional systems of psychological analysis. Herbalism is an alternative system to more conventional systems of health care. (2) In ancient times astrology
was widely used to assist in diagnosing health problems
and prescribing therapies. The close relationship between
medicine and astrology in ancient times encourages us to
continue studying how astrology can be applied to health
related issues, and a prerequisite for this study is having
information available on health issues and health care. (3)
Having this information easily available with Kepler is very
convenient and useful.

Ease of Use
H
Data Entry is very easy to do. While you enter the person's

name (or place of birth), a list of names (or places) to
select from automatically appears.
H
Handy features like the ability to remove the listing of
famous charts so you can see only your own data.
H
Just do what you need to do: for example suppose you
need to change the spelling of a person's name that has
been saved on disk; all you do is change the spelling and
the database is updated for you. Removing data is just as
easy.
H
Entering the Person’s name and birth data: You can
see at the top of the screen whether you are reading All
Data, Your Data, Famous, and Third party. Two mouse
clicks and you have changed which data you are accessing, and there is no slowing down of the speed at which
names are read from disk.
H
Entering the place of birth: you can simply begin
entering the place, and then you also have the option to
narrow the listing of cities to one country or state, a
useful feature when you are unsure of the correct
spelling.
Azimuth Altitude Wheel

H
It is always easy to read in the place of birth: Just start

typing and the cities appear. But what if you are having
difficulty finding the place? Select the state or country
first if you like. Entering a place is not case sensitive!
H
Windows displaying wheels, interpretive reports, and
AstroMaps can be viewed simultaneously on the screen.
You can move between them or resize them, send them
to file or print them.
H
Seemingly complex requests like a BiWheel with Jack's
natal chart in the center and Jill's progressed chart on the
outside is very easy to do.
H
Visual previews that show you the AstroMap, wheel style
or wheel feature that you are selecting make it easy to get
exactly the printout desired before you view or print it.
H
Customize a wheel while you select it, and also make
these selections the new default if you like.
H
Easy Conversion of Old Style Calendar (Julian) to New
Style Calendar (Gregorian).
H
Edit the text in an interpretive report.
H
Translate an interpretive report into other languages.
H
Create your own interpretive report.
H
Easily create graphic ephemeris, text ephemeris, asteroids ephemeris, lifetime progressed declination, etc.
H
Enter dates in European style, Day/Month/Year as well as
American style, Month/Day/Year.
H
Easy to change Company Name.
H
Easy to change orbs in chart wheels, interpretive reports,
midpoints structure, transits, etc.
H
Printing to file is easy: You can select a default directory
for reports to be printed to, and you have the option to
save files in Rich Text Format (RTF), plain Text Format
(TXT), PDF, and HTML Format. You can also save the file in
any directory that you want to use and save the report
with any name you prefer to use.
H
Easily relocate a natal chart to any place you want. You
can also easily create progressed charts, solar returns,
lunar returns, and planets returns and relocate any of
these charts to any place you want.
H
Access all features in Kepler by using the menu items icon
or text menu items in the Main Screen. All you have to do
is look, read, point and click.
H
Point and click on an AstroMap and get instant interpretations.

And much, much, more!
For a complete list of
Kepler features please visit

www.astrosoftware.com
and click on Kepler
Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Sirius comes with everything that is in Kepler plus more!!!

SIRIUS is the most comprehensive astrology program in the
world, with advanced features in almost every area of
astrology, including modern, Vedic, Medieval, Hellenistic,
Huber, harmonics, symmetrical astrology, cosmobiology,
financial astrology, research, and more!. The extraordinary
features in Sirius are also easy-to-use. SIRIUS is elegant and
beautiful, and the advanced features do not get in the way if you
primarily use a few basic features of the program.

Sirius Features in Addition to Everything that is in Kepler!
Ancient, Western
A few of the new reports you can produce are: Partile and
Refranation Table, Essential Dignities Table, Almutens
Table, Hyleg and Alcochodon Table, Almudebi Table,
Temperament Table, Lunar Mansions Table, Dispos tors
Table, and Planetary House for Day of Birth.

are fields for you to enter credit card information, print
receipts, and print envelopes. There is even a timer that you
can use to time appointments or other work activities.
Arabic Parts
Sirius also provides an easy-to-use interface to customize
lists of Arabic Parts.

Hellenistic Natal & Hellenistic Time Lords
Produce a listing of Zodiacal Aphesis, Decennials, 129 Year
System, Balbillus Method, Circumambulations, Annual
Profection, and Lunar Monomoiria.

Composite Charts
In Sirius you can produce a composite chart of 2 or more
charts, and also a new kind of composite chart known as
the Coalescent Chart has been added.

New Modern Methods
Composite charts of 3 or more charts, Phase Angle Returns,
transiting and progressed 4-planet combinations, aspects
in the transiting/natal composite chart, etc. are among a
few of a great many new advanced modern features.

Planet Mandalas
Planet mandalas are beautiful patterns formed by the
orbits of the planets. Eight different kinds of planetary
mandalas are provided. You can select the planets, time
periods, and colors to create your own planet mandalas.

Chart Wheel
Beautiful Nakshatra wheel, Hellenistic wheel, and different
sets of patterns, (modern, Huber, symmer cal, and harmonic), a fabulous new Page Designer, a PopUp Wheel,
animated BiWheel, TriWheel, QuadWheel, and MANY
other new chart wheel features.

Animations and Dynamic Interactive Features
View a wheel, BiWheel, TriWheel, QuadWheel or multiple
wheels and watch planet positions move dynamically or as
you click on arrows to move the charts forward or backward in time. New interactive features for quickly seeing
aspects and conjunctions to fixed stars are a big help when
doing horary and electional astrology.

90 Degree Dial Animation
Interactively move the Dial in a 360, 180, 120, 72, 60, 45 or
30 Degree Dial to see midpoints that are formed at any
point on the Dial. Dials can be regular, BiWheel, TriWheel,
or QuadWheel Dials so that you can see midpoints formed
between charts.
Business Manager
Sirius includes powerful and easy-to-use business management features! You can schedule appointments, and
maintain information about your clients, such as postal
address, email address, phone numbers, and notes. There
12

Medieval, Hellenistic & Other Listings
The Partile and Refranation Table is very helpful for classical
horary astrology because you can see exactly when aspects
become exact, or refranation occurs. The presentation of
useful information like the Temperament Table and the
ability to obtain advanced calculations like Compound
Almutens and the Alcochodon makes Sirius an excellent
program for the classical astrologer. Medieval wheel,
including a dignities table, conjunctions of planets to fixed
stars, etc. Sirius can also produce a list of Hellenistic

For more information on Sirius go to

www.astrosoftware.com

Sirius is the most comprehensive astrology software in the world
influences, with the flexibility to include from among the
following items: Dignities and aspects to fixed stars,
Dignities of Hellenistic lots and the aspects of the lots to
fixed stars, Dwadasamsa and dodekatamoria of planets,
Dwadasamsa and dodekatamoria of the lots, and
Ascensional times of the zodiac signs.
Time Lords
Create a list of time lord periods with the following time
lord systems: Zodiacal ephesis, Decennials, 129 Year
System, Balbillus Method, Circumambulations, Annual
Profections, and Lunar Monomoria. You can select the
number of levels desired. The features can be selected
easily, with, for example, the ability to right-click to quickly
bring up the settings, click a few times to change selections
and press the OK button to view the new time lord report.
Planet Mandalas

Profection
In Sirius you can produce a list of Profection aspects.
Electional & Astrosignature Forecast based on
Medieval Rules
In Sirius you can produce an Astro-Signature Forecast
Graph and an Electional Astrology Graph based on
Medieval rules, such as planet and Asc. dignities, rulers of
houses, Void of Course Moon, planetary hour, and conjunctions to fixed stars.
Planetary Hours Table
A Planetary Hours Table can be produced in Sirius. This is a
nicely formatted report, with changes in daylight saving
time detected so that the times are very accurate. You can
also produce a Planetary Hours Table and Rising Sign that
shows both changes in planetary hours as well as changes
in the rising sign.
Void Of Course Listing using the Ancient Rules
A Void of Course listing that uses an ancient rule that the
Moon is regarded as being Void of Course only if it enters
the next sign unaspected has also been added. Medieval
orbs and moiety rules are used so that this report is produced in accordance with the medieval rules.
Primary Directions List
The Primary Directions list of planet to angular house cusp
influences can now be calculated based on the calculations
of Ptolemy, Cardan, Naibod, Placidus, and Kepler, as well as
a modern variation discussed by Kolev and Cochrane.
Kepler has only a method used by De Luce and by Van Dam,
and these are also available in Sirius.
Huber Planetary Strengths
A list of Planetary Strengths according to the Huber system
can be produced.

Mercury-Venus

Sun-Uranus

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504

Sun-Moon
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Sirius Features Continued

Huber Age Point Listing
Produce a Huber Age Point listing which shows the dates
on which the Age Point forms aspects, enters new houses,
and reaches the Huber Invert Points and Low Points.
Huber Patterns
Select Huber patterns which include the complete set of
patterns used in Huber astrology, including some of the
more complex Huber system patterns.
Fixed Star Astrological Names
Include the astronomical name of the fixed star in listing as
well as the astrological name. The astronomical name
indicates the constellation that the asteroid is in so that you
know the constellation of the fixed star.
Graphic Ephemeris
The Graphic Ephemeris is another forecasting tool that
many astrologers use. Some of the improvements that
have been made to the Graphic Ephemeris are; the ability
to display midpoints in the graphic ephemeris.
Astro Calendar
Sirius includes a beautiful AstroCalendar. The AstroCalendar provides a rich set of options that allows you to
customize the AstroCalendar in many ways. The Personal
AstroCalendar includes the times that transit-to-natal
planet aspects occur. On the other hand, you can produce a
calendar that is suitable for the general public by producing the Mundane AstroCalendar, which includes only
mundane influences like times that planets change signs,
transit-to-transit aspects, sunrise and sunset, and Moon
void of course times. You can even produce a calendar that
includes both Personal and Mundane influences. The
calendar also can include holidays, and you can select
which holidays you wish to include on the calendar from
the list that is provided.
Rectification (automatic)
This Rectification is elegant, automatic, flexible, and
powerful. We used some of the computing power that we
developed for AstroSignatures to create the new
Rectification feature, and the result is spectacular. Simply

Business Manager
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enter the dates of life changing events in your life then
Sirius will do the chart rectification process for you automatically.
Animated Sky Map
In Sirius the constellations can be displayed, you can zoom
in or out on the Sky Map to see greater detail, and you can
also animate the Sky Map to watch it move! This beautiful
Sky Map is a fabulous tool for teaching as well as for
exploring how the planets are actually placed in relationship to particular fixed stars and constellations. You can
zoom in or out and animate the Sky Map from the point of
view of the horizon, ecliptic plane, or equatorial plane and
you can view the sky plotted in a circle or rectangular
graph. Smaller fixed stars can automatically appear as you
zoom in, making the Sky Map consistently beautiful and
useful at any level of detail.
Vedic
Chakras, Vargas & Tables, Vedic Natal Interpretation and
Listing, Dasas & Bhuktis, Panchanga, Muhurta,
Ashtakavarga, Gochara, Shad Bala, Chart Summary,
Upagrahas, Bhava Arudha, Special Lagnas, Chara Karaka,
Tithi, Krishnamurti Paddhati, etc. In the chakra (North
Indian or South Indian chart) you can place the chakra
karaka and bhava arudha. Select whether you want the
minutes and also the degrees of the positions, and whether
you prefer glyphs, letters, or a number for zodiac signs and
also whether house numbers are displayed. This greater
flexibility allows you to have the chakra in a style that is
comfortable for you. Calculate which sign is stronger using
either the rules of N. Rao or S. Rath. Shad Bala values using
any of the following tables to display: Basic information,
Shad bala table, Shad bala graph, Upagrahas, Bhava
Arudha, Special lagnas, and the Dasas. These Vedic
features in Sirius are very intuitive and natural for the
consulting Vedic astrologer and for students as well.
Panchanga: The Panchanga listing is beautifully formatted
so that you can easily see the astrological factors that are
used in Panchanga: rising and setting times of the Sun and
Moon, nakshatra, tithi, yoga, and karana. Times are given

KrishnaMurti Screen
Complete list of Sirius features at

www.astrosoftware.com
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in the local time for any location and the precise times are
given.
Muhurta: The Muhurta listing is also nicely formatted and
provides an extensive number of topics and sub-topics,
There are 10 main topics (such as Education, House
Building, Travel, Medical Election, etc.) and specific topics
within each of these main topic areas (such as learning
medicine, learning music and dancing, etc.).
North Indian and South Indian Style wheel: Have greater
flexibility and features with options to show the Chara
Karaka and Bhava Arudha. You can use a glyph, letters, or a
number to indicate the zodiac sign and whether house
numbers are included.
Selecting Tables: Combined with the chakra wheels
options is the flexibility to choose among 7 different tables
to display in the scrolling window to the right of the
chakras. Choose to display the upagrahas, special lagnas,
the dasas, and other information in this window. The Vedic
features in Sirius are developed with extreme care to
ensure that the calculations conform with authoritative
sources. Customizing features such as the ability to select
N. Rao’s or S. Rath’s rules for determining which zodiac
sign is stronger is also very flexible.

Varshapal
Varshapal (solar return) charts are now automatically
calculated in the sidereal zodiac and can now include
Muntha, Harsha Bala, and Sahams.
Vedic Planetary Strength
Also available in Sirius is a table of strengths and the
benefic-malefic quality of the planets according to different Vedic authorities. The rules for calculating the strength
of a planet and the functional benefic-malefic status of the
planets vary for different Vedic astrologers. This table
allows you to see the planetary strength and whether the
planet is a functional benefic or malefic according to
different astrologers. Sirius also has the extensive yoga
interpretations, ashtakavarga graph and tables, gochara
graph, and other excellent Vedic features.
Automatic Rectification Assist

Vedic Chart
Rather than use astrological glyphs, you can now use twoletter abbreviations for the planets and/or zodiac signs.
More Vedic Dasas
Dasas are very commonly used for prediction. We have
added some of the less commonly used dasas, but these
dasa systems are very important for some Vedic astrologers. The Sudasa, Nirayana, Shoola, Drigdasa, Kalachakra,
and Yogini dasas have been added.

Vedic Charts with Backgrounds

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Sirius Features Continued
Asteroids
Sirius comes with about 1,500 asteroids. The customizable
“My Asteroids List” in Sirius includes a listing of about 650
asteroids used commonly by astrologer Demetra George
can be produced in Sirius. This list has formatting features,
such as removing right ascension, speed, etc. if desired,
and to have the asteroid data in columns, and also to print
with 2 different size fonts. You can also purchase an
optional 38,000 additional asteroids Cds.
Harmonic Astrology Features
In addition to the harmonic features that are in Kepler,
Harmonic Age Charts can also be calculated automatically.
A Harmonic Age Chart is a chart calculated based on the
age of the person on a given date. Sirius also calculates
fractional harmonic charts, rather than only harmonic
charts that are whole integer numbers.
Integrated Listings
Sirius introduces Integrated Listings. These are listings that
combine different kinds of information in a report. For
example, you can produce a listing of the solar return
positions for about 100 years (an entire life), with aspects
in the solar return chart, aspects between the solar return
and natal chart, and optionally also monthly progressed
Asc and MC solar return cusps, with a choice of 4 calculation methods for these progressed solar return cusps:
Naibod, Wynn Cycle, Mean Sun, and Wynn Cycle in zodiaco
instead of by RAMC. A list of lunar return and planetary
return positions can also be produced.

planets into a new sign, the times when the aspects in an 8phase progressed Sun-Moon cycle occur, and when planets
station in the progressed chart. This listing gives not only a
chronological list of when these influences occur but also
lists the planetary positions at each of these times.
Interactive & Dynamic Displays of Chart Wheels
In Sirius the concept of interactively adjusting the time of a
chart has developed into a set of features that are very
sophisticated, elegant, and powerful. Selecting the Time
Adjust feature brings up a narrow window, like a panel, on
the right side of the screen, where you can interactively
adjust the chart forward or backward in time, move the
chart forward or backward to the next time an aspect
occurs or a planet or house cusp ingresses into a sign or
reaches a particular zodiac position.
Astroclock
View BiWheel, TriWheel, QuadWheel animations with
either transit and natal charts or of progressed and natal
charts, and also a QuadWheel of the natal, transit, and
Sky Map: Ecliptic View

Progressed Cycles And Ingresses
Lifetime Progressed Major Cycles (Stations, Ingresses, Sun
Moon Cycles of 8 Aspects: Another example of an integrated listing is the ability to produce a listing of significant
influences in the secondary progressed chart. The significant influences included in this report are the ingresses of

Astro Calendar
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either 2 progressed charts, or a progressed chart and a
natal chart. View separate wheels rather than multi-ring
wheels: 2 wheel, 3 wheel, and 4 wheel animation. Adjust
the charts forward or backward in time or watch them
move automatically. The time of an AstroClock can be
automatically adjusted to the location for which the
AstroClock is calculated.

of the data for a combination of astrological influences.
You can also research couples and events, and you can
produce financial forecasts of actual and predicted
performance and see how well your forecast correlates
with actual prices. You can also explore the data by looking
at graphs of the angular distribution of planets and other
astrological data. A short-term Gold Forecast is included.

Interactive Cosmobiology Dial
Another form of interactivity with chart wheels that is new
in Sirius are the interactive cosmobiology dials. You can
click on a 90 Degree Dial, and also a BiWheel, TriWheel, or
QuadWheel 90
Degree Dial, and
move a dial
around the dial
and the midpoints formed to
that point are
automatically
displayed. In
B i W h e e l ,
TriWheel, and
QuadWheels, the
m i d p o i n t
structures are
shown between
the charts. The
Interactive Dials in Sirius are based on the plastic (metal or
cardboard) dials that cosmobiologists have used for
decades. Instead of printing chart wheels and placing them
on a Dial, you can drag the mouse pointer around the Dial
and instantaneously see the midpoint structures that are
formed. You can also click a button to have the Dial jump
automatically to the next or previous planet in the wheel.

AstroMeteorology Forecast
You can produce a forecast of temperature, precipitation,
and wind for any location. This forecast uses the standard
modern methods for astrological weather forecasting.

The ability to have this capability not only in a regular
wheel but also in A BiWheel, TriWheel, and QuadWheel Dial
allows you to see midpoints between 2 people, or between
progressed and transiting planets and natal planets. For
the cosmobiologist who loves to use dials, the Interactive
Dials in Sirius can make working with Dials very easy and
powerful.
Degree Meanings
Sirius can produce a list of degree meanings of planets
according to Dane Rudhyar’s Sabian symbols and also
according to 10 other authors of degree meaning books. In
addition to this feature, Sirius has the ability to also
produce Sabian Symbols for the planets based on the
original Sabian Symbols published by Marc Edmund Jones
directly from the information provided by Elsie Wheeler.
Research
The research features in Sirius are extensive and are very
flexible. You can search through the database of over
85,000 charts (over 19,000 with AA accuracy) or a category

Artificial Intelligence Research
There is also an Artifical Intelligence feature, which is an
analysis of an AstroSignature to determine which factors in
the AstroSignature are most effective and which ones are
less effective, or possibly even reducing, the accuracy of the
AstroSignature. You can also correlate an AstroSignature
for birth charts with scores.
Assumptionless Research
In addition to the assumptionless research that are in
Kepler, we added more to this feature in Sirius. From the
“Midpoints and Harmonic Patterns” button in Sirius, you
can now select “Midpoint Aspects Midpoint”, “Midpoint
Structure Analysis”, and “Harmonic Pattern Analysis” to
identify the midpoint and harmonic patterns that occur
most often in a group. A window with several tabs for
viewing the results in different ways makes this a powerful
feature.
Birth Data
The number of charts included in Sirius is over 85,000.
Marc Penfield and other data collectors have provided
thousands of chart data to us, making it possible for Sirius
to include this very large and accurate database of charts.
The additional data provides you more data of famous
people and research data for you to work with. Sirius
allows you to have notes of unlimited length for charts.
Astromaps
Sirius provides several new kinds of AstroMaps in addition
to the AstroMaps that are also in Kepler:
Asteroids AstroMap: This is a simple “Just Lines” Map of
any asteroid lines that you wish to place in an AstroMap.
You can select from among about 1,500 asteroids. You
are no longer limited to seeing influences of planets in
AstroMaps. Now you can select any asteroids to view as
well.
Fixed Star AstroMap: Lines of the fixed stars are shown
on the AstroMap. If you select the option to display the
fixed star map lines in mundo, then you can see where
fixed stars rise, set, culminate, and anti-culminate, which
is something that was regarded in ancient systems of
astrology and by modern astrologers as well. With both
an Asteroids AstroMap and Fixed Stars AstroMap, you
can explore many more possibilities.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Sirius Features Continued
The Zenith AstroMap should perhaps be called a
“Zenith and Nadir AstroMap” because it shows points on
the map where fixed stars would appear directly overhead (at the zenith) and directly beneath you (at the
nadir). This map is actually a mapping of the constellations onto the Earth and shows the places where a fixed
star has a particular powerful effect in a relocated chart.
Treasure Maps: Are AstroMap that focuses on certain
areas of life. The most powerful areas are shaded in red,
and less powerful areas are shaded in yellow. Treasure
Maps allow you to provide the information that you or
your customers really want to know about.
Astromap Popup Relocated Wheel
Click on an AstroMap to see a Popup Wheel of the relocated chart at this location. You can also click on the
AstroMap to determine distances between points and to
obtain an AstroMap interpretation of that location.
Astrolocality Report
The interactive interpretation that appears in Sirius and can
also be produced as the AstroLocality Report. At the end of
this report includes the interpretations for conjunctions of
the relocated angular cusps to fixed stars and the score on
various themes, such as Love and Romance Score, Vocation
and Career score, etc.
Track Hurricane Path
For astrologers interest in AstroMeteorology, it is now
possible to view hurricane paths on an AstroMap and also
to download additional hurricane data and import it so
that these hurricane paths can also be viewed.
Chart Wheels Features In Addition To The Features That
Are In Kepler
There are several new default wheel styles in Sirius. A
default wheel style is a wheel style provided by Sirius, so
that no customizing is required to create it. Some, but not
all of these wheel styles, can be produced in Kepler by
customizing a wheel. These new default wheel styles in
Sirius are:
H
“A wheel with birth data placed in the center of the wheel
Map with Hurricane Path

H
”Nakshatra Wheel” that has the nakshatras (as well as

zodiac signs if you wish) as an outer ring of the wheel and
includes beautiful nakshatra glyphs created by visionary
artist-astrologer Tara Cochrane.
H
Hellenistic wheel that has the Egyptian bounds areas
around the outer ring, a dignities table that uses
Egyptian bounds, and Hellenistic lots with their own
glyphs placed in the wheel.
H
Ability to easily make up to 14 “My Wheels”, which are
customized wheels that you can name and work with
without changing the default wheel styles.
Popup Wheel
A PopUp Wheel can be displayed in Sirius. A Popup Wheel is
a small re-sizable wheel that can be displayed while
viewing other reports.
H
The Popup Wheel is a handy way to be able to refer to the
natal chart while viewing other reports. Suppose, for
example, that you are viewing a Time Line Format
Forecast and you want to refer to the chart wheel, in
Sirius you can also view the Popup Wheel without
removing the Time Line Format forecast report that you
are viewing.
H
The Popup Wheel can be dragged anywhere on the
screen and it is re-sizeable so you can make it the size that
you would like it to be.
H
The Popup Wheel also has its own “Customize” button
that you can click to select many features of the Popup
Wheel.
H
There is even a Popup Wheel while doing AstroSignature
Research so that you can quickly see chart wheels of
charts you are analyzing in the research section. Sirius is
so elegant and comprehensive and has so many handy
features that it may seem almost unbelievable that this.
H
The Popup Wheel can now display the chart of a different
chart than the one you are viewing, and the Popup Wheel
can stay visible after selecting a different chart entry.
Save Popup Wheel In The Database
In the data entry screen you can now see a popup wheel of
charts that have been saved in the database. This can be
handy if you wish to preview wheels as you read them from
file. A popup wheel is already available in the main screen
and in the AstroSignature research sections of Sirius where
they are most needed but having a popup wheel in the
data entry screen can also be handy.
Customizing A Chart Wheel Is Easy And Elegant
Customizing chart wheels in Sirius is very easy and elegant.
Sirius allows you to right-click on a wheel and easily change
the planets, aspects, fonts, and other features of the chart
wheel. This powerful interactive capability of Sirius is
fabulous.
Hellenistic Lots: Hellenistic lots. You can also place the 9
Hellenistic lots (arabic parts) in a wheel and also just the
Part of Spirt as well as the Part of Fortune.
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Asteroids and/or Arabic Parts in any chart wheel: You
can place up to a total of 20 asteroids and/or the Arabic
Parts in the chart wheel. Sirius also has an Asteroids
Wheel that allows you to place up to 65 asteroids in the
outer ring of a wheel, as well as the ability to produce
listings of asteroid positions.
Any Asteroid can be selected: If your computer is
connected to the Internet, then in Sirius 2.0 you can
select any of over 400,000 asteroids to put in a chart
wheel, a listing of asteroid positions, an AstroMap,
transit Time Line, midpoints, etc. This feature is provided
by combining the power of your computer with the
power of the Internet.
Wheel with Asteroids

the exact pixel placement that you wish to have (which is
difficult to do when dragging an item with the mouse). You
can select how much space is between the columns of
data, how far the data is from a surrounding border. You
can even adjust the spacing of the planet glyph, degrees,
zodiac sign, minutes, and Rx glyph in the chart wheel with
a micro-adjusting feature. Place graphics and text anywhere in a chart wheel,with options to allow graphic
images to be either visible through the chart wheel or
hidden by the chart wheel, and place a ring of decanate,
dwadasamsa, navamsa, nakshatra, or terms in an outer
ring (you can select only one of these), and have arrows
placed at the end of the Asc, MC, IC, and/or Descendant
house cusp lines in a chart wheel, and also easily adjust the
size of these arrows. You may find that you feel like a
graphics pro and can create new wheel designs even
though you feel that you are not a computer savvy person.
Chart Wheel Styles
List of chart wheel styles in Sirius: Regular Wheel, BiNakshatras Wheel Wheel, TriWheel, QuadWheel, 2
Separate Wheels, 3-Separate Wheels, 4 Separate Wheels,
ArtWheel, Square Wheel, Patterns, 90 Degree Dial,
Animated 90 degree dial, Compatibility Patterns, BiWheel
Animation, TriWheel Animation, QuadWheel Animation, 2
Wheel Animation, 3 Wheel Animation, 4 Wheel Animation,
Huber Wheel, Medieval Wheel, Aspect Grid Only, Harmonic
Chart Wheel, Blank Wheel, Japanese/Chinese Name, Fixed
Stars Wheel, Asteroids Wheel, Arabic Parts Wheel,
Midpoints Wheel, Heliocentric Wheel, Nakshatra Wheel,
Hellenistic Wheel, your own customized wheels, etc.

Page Designer
A true drag-and-drop amazing Page Designer. The Page
Designer lets you drag the chart wheel, aspect table, listing
of planetary positions and other information in a “Drawing
Board” window where you can customize the information
just the way you want it. “Micro-adjust” the positions to
Page Designer

Moon Phase
Nearest Lunations and Eclipses: Examples of some of the
new information that can be included with chart wheels
are the moon phase and listings of nearest lunations and
nearest eclipses.
Coordinate Systems
Normal (Zodiac Longitude), Heliocentric, Local Space (west
on left, north on top), Horizon (east on left, south on top),
Azimuth-altitude (west on left, south on top), Azimuth
(West on left side), Right Ascension, Mundoscope (prime
vertical chart), Declination Longitude Equivalent,
Declination Longitude Equivalent Antiscia, Declination
Longitude Equivalent Contra-Antiscia, Normal (not
adjusted), Draconic (mean node), Draconic (true node),
Tobey Secondary, Antiscia Chart, Contra Antiscia Chart,
Dwadasamsa, Sun Zodiac Chart (Sun=0 Aries), Moon
Zodiac Chart (moon = 0 Aries), Mercury Zodiac Chart
(Mercury = 0 Aries), Venus Zodiac Chart (Venus = 0 Aries),
Mars Zodiac Chart (Mars = 0 Aries), Jupiter Zodiac Chart
(Jupiter = 0, Aries), Saturn Zodiac Chart (Saturn = 0 Aries),
Uranus Zodiac Chart ( Uranus = 0 Aries), Neptune Zodiac
Chart (Neptune = 0 Aries), Pluto Zodiac Chart (Pluto = 0
Aries), Asc. Zodiac Chart (Asc. = 0 Aries), House Zodiac
Chart.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Sirius Features Continued
House Systems
Sirius has 26 House Systems to choose from: Campanus,
Equal, Koch, Meridian, Morinus, Placidus, Porphyry,
Regiomontanus, Topocentric, Zero Aries, Sun-onAscendant, Planet-on-Ascendant, Whole Sign, GeodeticCampanus, Geodetic-Koch, Geodetic-Placidus, GeodeticPorphyry, Geodetic-Regiomontanus, GeodeticTopocentric, Alcabitius, Neoporph, Rotated houses,
Krusinski, Shri-Pati, Equal from MC, and Vertex on the 7th
Cusp. Easily rotate the chart to place any house cusp on the
Asc.
Aspect Patterns
Patterns formed between 3 or 4 planets are displayed in
little diagrams. For example, 3 planets in a T-Square or
Grand Trine pattern are shown separately in a small size so
you can see each aspect pattern in the chart.
H
See planetary patterns like T-squares, grand trines, yods,

and mystic rectangles that are commonly used in modern
astrology.
H
You can also select patterns used in symmetrical astrol-

ogy that involve 4 planets.
H
Select Huber patterns which include the complete set of

patterns used in Huber astrology, including some of the
more complex Huber system patterns.
H
View harmonic patterns. You can also view patterns

formed between 2 charts as well as patterns within a
single chart. You can also customize the patterns with the
orbs and sets of patterns that you wish to analyze.
Sirius adapts the size of the patterns to the size of the page
so that if only a few patterns occur in a particular chart, the
patterns are made bigger so that there is not a huge
amount of empty space on the page. For some sets of
patterns, the number of patterns that occur in a chart can
vary tremendously. This attention to detail and the care
with which we have put into developing these features
makes a big difference for the user.
Forecasting
In addition to producing secondary, solar arc, tertiary,
minor, and degree-for-a-year progressed chart wheels,
both direct and converse, Sirius can also calculate:

H
referred to Fagan and Firebrace as the PSSR (Progressed

Sidereal Solar Return and the example chart is the 7th one
in the book (Chart G). This feature is included in Sirius and
is referred to as the PSR (Progressed Solar Return) method
of progressing houses.
H
Calculate a PreNatal Lunation Chart easily.
H
The PreNatal New Moon and PreNatal Full Moon can be

selected in Sirius so that you can obtain the New Moon,
Full Moon, or the lunation (New Moon if the Moon in the
chart is waxing, and Full Moon if the Moon in the chart is
waning).
H
A 3 Diurnal Chart can be selected with the following 3

variations of the calculation: “Sun-Mc Phase Angle
Return”, “Sun-Mc Phase Angle Return in Right Asc.”, and
“Sun-Asc Phase Angle Return”. A Diurnal Chart is a chart
calculated for the time you were born for any day.
H
When you select the Diurnal Chart, you have options to

select a number of consecutive charts and also to select a
location. These features where implemented in Sirius
with great care and attention so you can obtain the
information that you really want, and to get it as easily as
possible.
H
Produce a Time Line Format forecast with the following

4-planet combinations formed between the transit or
progressed chart and the natal chart: Midpoint-toMidpoint conjunctions and oppositions, Same angle
formed in the transit (or progressed chart) and natal
chart, and also conjunctions and oppositions that occur
in the composite chart.
H
The Jonas astrological birth control method forecast

can be produced in time line format. The Jonas method is
based on the times that the transiting Sun and Moon are
in the same angle as in the birth chart. These 4-planet
patterns are used in symmetrical astrology and are
gaining increased interest in recent years by several
leading astrologers.
H
Firdaria,

Profections, and Huber Lifeclock Age
Progression listings can also be produced.
Firdaria Profection Huber

H
Profections (1 house = 1 year formula), and Ascendant

Arc, Vertex Arc, Solar Declination Arc, and Solar R.A. Arc,
Naibod Arc, and User-Defined Arc directions, both direct
and converse.
H
Easily select from 4 methods of progressing secondary,

tertiary, and minor progressions houses.
H
Select whether you wish to use the terms “Secondary

Progressions” or “Day-for-a-Year Progressions”
H
Solar, Lunar, and Planet Returns (and also returns to an

aspect to the natal planet, such as a demireturn).
H
PSR Method: Progressed Solar Return House Cusps are
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Fore more Screenshots and samples visit

www.astrosoftware.com

Sirius is the most comprehensive astrology software in the world
Notes Field & Keywords
There is no limit to the length of the Notes field. You can
scroll through the notes and enter the notes in the notes
field, but if the notes are long, it is more convenient to click
on the magnifying lens on the left side of the notes field (or
by clicking on the to see the notes in a larger screen.
You can also enter keywords for a person. You can select a
keyword from the list of keywords given in the upper right
corner of the screen. By clicking on the keyword, the
keyword is added to the list of keywords for this person. If
the list of keywords is long, you can also enter the keyword
in the "Keyword Search / Create a Keyword" area. If you
enter a keyword that is not in the list, you can easily add it
by clicking on the "Add" button.
Data Entry Unlimited Notes

Phase Angle Return
When, for example, the transiting Sun/Jupiter midpoint is
aligned (conjunct or opposition) the natal Sun/Jupiter
midpoint OR the composite Sun and composite Jupiter
(that is, the composite position of these planets formed
between the transits and natal chart) are aligned OR the
transiting Sun-Jupiter angle is the same as the natal SunJupiter angle (also known as a phase angle return or a
mixed midpoint alignment), then a powerful interaction of
the transiting Sun and Jupiter with the natal Sun and
Jupiter occurs and we can expect the days when this
influence is within orb to be a very powerful Sun-Jupiter
day for the person. We can expect the person to be expansive, optimistic, and to attract new opportunities. With
Sirius you can see these influences in the Time Line Format
not only between transiting and natal planets but also
between progressed and natal planets.
H
An option to see symmetrical patterns between planets

that are not the same (for example, transiting Sun and
Jupiter in relationship to natal Mercury and Venus). The
ability to see these powerful 4-planet patterns opens
new doors in astrology.
H
The customizing of time line format, transiting and

progressed text listings, and interpretive reports is easier
in Sirius.
Lifetime Progressed Declination

Sirius Opening Screen

And much, much, more!
For a complete list of
Sirius features please visit

www.astrosoftware.com
and click on Sirius
Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Pegasus is an excellent introductory program for beginners

Facts About Pegasus: Pegasus is an excellent introductory
program for beginners who has very low budget but want
to use a very accurate, easy to use, and affordable program.
Pegasus is also an excellent program for people who wish
to have one or more of our report options without needing
to purchase the entire Kepler program or Sirius.
Accuracy and Time Range
Planets can be calculated from the years 999 BC to 2300
AD, except the 4 major asteroids and 8 transneptunian
planets which are calculated only from years 1722 to 2100.
Accuracy of Sun and Moon is less than 1 second of arc, the
other planets is 2 seconds of arc, and the accuracy for the
asteroids, transneptunian planets, and Chiron is 1 minute
of arc.
House Systems
Campanus, Equal, Koch, Meridian, Morinus, Placidus,
Porphyry, Regiomantanus, Topocentric, Zero Aries, Sun-onAsc., Planet on Asc, Wholesign
Zodiac
Tropical, Sidereal. Adjustment to Positions: Draconic chart,
tobey Secondary.
Ayanamsha
Fagan Bradley, Lahiri, De Luce, Raman, Ushashashi,
Krishnamurti, Djwhal Khool, Yukteshwar , JN Bhasin,
Babylonian - Kugler 1, Babylonian - Kugler 2, Babylonian Kugler 3, Babylonian -Huber, Babylonian - Mercer,
Aldebaran at 15 Taurus, Hippachos, Sassanian, Galactic
Center on 0 Sag., J2000, J1900, B1950, User-defined.
Personalize the Printouts
You can put your own name and address on the interpretive reports and chart wheels.
Interpretive Reports
Cosmo Natal, Cosmo Compatibility, Cosmo Forecast and
Major Life Themes.
Atlas
Pegasus comes with a complete atlas of the world with
over 260,00 cities. easy-to-use: type in upper or lower case,
see cities as you type, and narrow the search for a specific
country or state desired. The time zone and daylight
savings time information is complete and up-to-date; every
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year some countries change laws regarding daylight
savings time, these changes are entered into our tables.
This is absolutely necessary in order to calculate a chart
accurately!

Additional Features Included in Pegasus
H
4 Major Asteroids and Chiron can be put in Wheel
H
Composite: Asc Midpoint, MC Midpoint, Derived Asc,

Davidson Time-Space, Synastry
H
Lilith (mean black moon) in chart wheel, Lilith (true black

moon) in chart wheel
H
Lunar Return, Planet Return, Solar Return
H
Moon's Node: Mean or True
H
Natal Chart, Relocated Chart
H
Polar Ascendant in chart wheel
H
Progressed

Chart & Listings: Degree-for-a-Year,
Secondary, Solar arc directions, Month-for-a-year, Direct
or Converse, Progress-to-Natal aspects, Progressed-toProgressed aspects, Tobey Secondary

H
Methods for progressed houses: Solar Arc MC with

corresponding Asc at the geographic latitude,
H
Naibod Arc in Right Ascension, Mean Solar Motion, Time

of the progressed chart
H
Transneptunians, Vertex
H
Transits or Forecast: Transit-to-Natal, Transit-to-Transit,

Transiting planet-to-natal-midpoint, Transit to natal, and
progressed to natal
H
Wheels: Regular Wheels, BiWheels

And more! For a complete list of Pegasus
features please visit www.astrosoftware.com
and click on Pegasus

For a Complete list of Pegasus features visit

www.astrosoftware.com

Add-ons for Sirius or Kepler

38,000 Asteroids
This set of 4 CD’s provides you the ability to view the positions of up to 38,000 asteroids. You can
select any of these asteroids to view in the Asteroids Wheel. You can also view a listing of all of the
asteroids or all of the named asteroids in zodiacal order or in alphabetical order. Your computer
must have 2 1/2 gigabytes of free disk space to install these 4 CD’s of asteroid ephemerides.

Mega Atlas
The Mega Atlas contains towns that are not in the Pegasus, Kepler or Sirius
atlas. The Mega Atlas does NOT replace the Pegasus, Kepler or Sirius Atlas
because it contains only towns that are not in the Pegasus, Kepler or Sirius Atlas.
The Mega Atlas provides over 1 1/2 million additional places. Many of these places are very small
towns and villages, and some of them are alternative names of towns, such as when a town has a
change of name. Birth places of historical figures are sometimes given as towns which many no
longer exist or have had a change of name and in some cases this previously existing town or town
with a different name will appear in the Mega Atlas.

Art Wheel Pastel Collection
This art wheel collection includes a wide variety of themes and styles. Throughout the
entire collection, the most consistent quality is the subtle and exquisite colors. The
Pastel Collection of 138 art wheels adds a new dimension to your Kepler and Sirius
program and will delight your clients and customers with an inspiring and uplifting
work of art.”

Nakshatra Report by Tara Cochrane
The 12 zodiac signs are very familiar to most of us, and many people know their Sun
Sign. In India a different system of celestial signs has also been used. It is a system of 27
signs and each sign has a length of 13 degrees and 20 minutes, rather than 12 signs of
30 degrees each. These 27 signs are known as "nakshatras". In this report astrologer
and artist Tara Cochrane paints a picture of your relationship to the cosmos. The
nakshatra image combines with the descriptive information to provide you a window
into the deep wisdom of ancient India. This report is designed to shed light on your
individual nature and soul’s purpose.

Talisman Images by Tara Cochrane
The Talisman Images of the Picatrix provides the 28 talisman images described in the
Picatrix as graphic images. The talisman images were painted by artist and astrologer Tara
Cochrane, BFA. Great care was taken to fully respect the ancient tradition. The painting of
each image began during a time when both the planetary hour and rising sign were ruled
by the planet. The resulting 28 talisman images convey the power and strength of the
original descriptions given in the Picatrix.

Harmonics Seminar DVD
The emphasis of this seminar is direct and practical. After listening to this seminar DVD, you should
feel confident that you can use what you have learned to better understand the motivations and
talents of natal charts that you interpret. You can also use the handouts provided to refresh your
memory and guide you. The handouts provide a detailed and clear set of principles and procedures
to follow using this system of interpretation.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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These report options are not stand alone programs. Requires Kepler, Sirius, or Pegasus to run. These Report Options
provide you with options for more thorough analysis of your chart and also interpretations that focus on particular areas or
issues that are not in the report included in Kepler or Sirius.

General Natal Reports
A Natal Report is an interpretation of the birth chart that
does not focus on one specific or narrow issue such as
vocation, but instead provides a comprehensive analysis of
the person. Each of these reports is written by a different
astrologer. Each of these astrologers has been a practicing
professional practitioner for over 15 years, and all of these
reports are excellent.

Alpha Imprints by Riley Goodwin
Riley provides an explanation of the astrological basis to the
interpretation. Riley's approach is inspirational and philosophical
as well as practical and down-to-earth. This report can be
produced in two different styles: Narrative, and Academic. It
interprets planets in houses, Asc., conjunctions, opposition,
square, trine, sextile, and first and last 3 degrees of the sun to the
zodiac. Narrative: about 8 pages in length, Academic: about 10-15 pages
in length. Language available: English

Indra by Bob Mulligan
This report is very comprehensive and in-depth. Indra creates a
psychological mirror of your life, by interpreting the astronomical
symbols present at your moment of birth. Indra provides
guidelines for personal improvement and self discovery. This
report interprets planets in houses, Asc., conjunction, sextile,
opposition, trine, square, semisquare, quincunx, sesquiquadrate,
parallel, contra parallel, hemisphere and quadrant emphasis, and
elements and modes. About 30-35 pages in length. Languages
available: English, Spanish, German, and Italian

Life Path by Anne Mogul
This report offers a unique blending of the psychological,
spiritual, and material plane potentials found in each individual
horoscope. This report gives all planet in sign, planet in house and
major aspects interpretations. North node interpretations by sign
and house position, retrograde planets and elemental emphasis
make this a well rounded report. Included is a special section
devoted to house rulerships which add yet another level of
understanding to the overall picture. About 10 pages in length.
Language available: English

Merlin by Gina Ronco and Agnes Nightingale
The interpretations are clearly written, with sensitivity, and are free
of astrological jargon. It uses a sophisticated technique that leads
the reader from one idea to the next so that the report is not as
"choppy" and does not contain contradictions. This report
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interprets planets through the houses, the Nodes, elements, Asc.,
conjunction, opposition, trine, square, semisquare, sextile,
semisextile, quincunx, parallel, contra parallel, sesquiquadrate,
and midpoints. About 12 pages in length. Languages available: English,
French, Spanish, German, Portuguese, Russian, Norwegian, Hebrew

Specialized Natal Reports
All of the reports described below focus on a particular
issue or group of people. For example, the Child Report is
written specifically for parents of children, the Vocational
Guidance report focuses on career choices, and several
reports analyze the birth chart from a metaphysical point
of view.

Adult Report by Horacio Valsecia
This report provides a comprehensive analysis of the birth chart,
and includes suggestions on how to improve your life as well. The
Adult Report analyzes issues of importance to adults, including
marriage and sexuality. Four variations of the report can be
produced: Men, Women, Gay Man, and Lesbian Woman, so that
any issues regarding romance and sexuality take into account the
sexual orientation of the person. About 20-21 pages in length.
Languages available: English, and Spanish

Astro Analysis by Maxine Taylo
Is an interpretation of the birth chart designed for beginning
students of astrology. This report helps you apply basic astrological meanings of the planets, signs, and houses to a birth chart so
that you can learn how to interpret the birth chart on your own.
The author untangles the complexities of the astrology chart with
a straightforward method of translating the symbols in a chart
wheel into meaningful statements about the person. About 15-20
pages in length. Language available: English

Chakra Healing by Lorna Houston
This report is about how you can heal your mind and body by
being aware of the latent energies in your aura and making the
best, most spiritual use of them. Chakras are vortexes of energy,
and they are the places in your aura where divine consciousness
can come in and manifest in your physical body. This report
neither diagnoses nor prescribes, but works on the subtler level of
the astral aura, as described by astrology, to understand and
potentially re-direct the energies before they manifest on the
physical level. About 10 pages in length. Language available: English

For complete sample reports visit

www.astrosoftware.com

World’s best and largest collection of Interpretive Reports

Child Report by Horacio Valsecia
This report is written specifically for parents of children, and it
focuses on issues that parents are concerned about for their
children; the needs, talents, potential problems, health, relationship to parents, the school environment, etc. The Child Report is
accurate and well-written. About 12-14 pages in length. Languages
available: English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, and Norwegian

Fixed Star Report by Dr. Randall Roffe, D.C.
This report prints interpretations for conjunctions of planets
(listed by house rulers), Ascendant, Midheaven, and other house
cusps to over 60 major fixed stars and star clusters, all distant suns
in their own systems. In ancient astrology, fixed stars were an
important ingredient in astrological interpretation. This short
report shows this ancient technique. About 3-5 pages in length.
Language available: English

Flower Essence & Gem by Gina Ronco
This beautifully written report analyzes patterns of imbalance
found in the natal chart and offers very unique alternatives to
traditional medicine. It includes ill-health tendencies of the
person and provides specific tools which can improve health of
the entire being by offering suggestions for the emotional,
mental, and spiritual body. Flower essences, gems, music, aroma
therapy and color therapy are among the healing tools that are
mentioned in the report. This report analyzes hard aspects and
zodiac sign positions of the inner planets. About 8-10 pages in
length. Languages available: English, French, and Portuguese

Galactic Report by Philip Sedgwick
This report interprets the influence of a group of asteroids known
as Centaurs and also Black Holes in the birth chart. Philip is
bringing astrology up to date with modern astronomy through
his extensive research and work with objects in the outer limits of
our solar system and beyond. These objects reveal emotional and
spiritual sides of the person that have been previously overlooked. About 13-15 pages in length. Language available: English

Hidden Messages by Maxine Taylor
This report describes subconscious issues that can affect your
attitude towards life, and in particular how your relationship with
your parents can be affecting your personality. About 7 pages in
length. Language available: English

Iris Asteroids Report by Roderick Kidston
The report focuses on each of the asteroids or dwarf planets and
relates them to all the other major elements of the horoscope.
Interpretations for the two important angles, the Ascendant and
Midheaven, and the Nodes of the Moon are included. Available in
English, and Finnish. Note that the English version includes Flora,
Hekate, and Chiron analysis which is not available in the Finnish
version. About 16 pages. Only available in English

Kiddiegram Report by Moira C. Collins
This astrological portrait of your child is intended to give you
insight into your child's unique gifts and challenges. In addition to

the universal patterns, each child is an individual with particular
qualities, potentials, and needs, and an understanding of these
can help you parent your child more wisely and effectively.
Acceptance and appreciation for a child's basic nature can be
important allies in parenting. About 9-10 pages in length. Languages
available: English, Spanish, and French

Life Awakening Report by Lorna Houston
This report is designed to affirm your oneness with God and to
help you dissolve any blockages to your ultimate awareness.
Special attention will be paid to removing any such influences
which may be lingering from your prenatal and birth experiences,
so that you can then live from the purity of your conception. About
16 pages. Only available in English

Medicine Wheel by Dr. Randall Roffe, D.C.
A traditional Native American astrology program for natal charts.
It is based on the Kvniakati Tsulawi Medicine Wheel tradition of
the Southern Shawnee and Cherokee, with some references to
the traditions of other North American tribes. Dr. Roffe is a direct
descendant of the Chickamaugan Tsulawi Cherokee, Chickasaw,
and Southern Shawnee Kvniakati practitioners. About 14-15 pages
in length. Language available: English

Midpoint Weighting Analysis by Michael Munkasey
This report provides new insights into the natal chart using the
Midpoint Weighting Analysis system developed by Michael
Munkasey. Clear and detailed explanations of the promise and
potential of your natal chart are provided. This unique natal
report reveals the clear new insights into a person's character that
are possible through analysis of the most important midpoints in
the chart. About 23 pages. Only available in English

Nature Appreciation Report by Lorna Houston
This report focuses on what you can do to be a better world
citizen, and more specifically what you can do to nourish and
protect our planet, and leave the earth a more beautiful place
than when you entered it. Lorna Houston is environmentalist and
astrologer. About 10 pages in length. Language available: English

Naughty Natal by Art Poppe
This report makes a good gift or practical joke! It pokes fun at the
person and keeps you laughing and often because they are
accurate too. Art Poppe, author of this report, likes to poke fun
especially at the sexual side of the person, and the language is
rather raw and is designed strictly for adults. About 5 pages in
length. Language available: English

Personal Security Report by Lorna Houston
This report offers readers a chance to analyze the environment
around them based on their birth information and promotes
awareness of crime and possible solutions for avoiding it. This
unique report is one of a kind. About 16 pages in length. Language
available: English

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Report Options Continued

Prosperity Report by Lorna Houston
The Prosperity Report provides you with the keys to your own
unique potential for living a prosperous life, and you can use
these insights to "plant new seeds", so to speak, in your subconscious mind. The path to prosperity often lies in our attitudes and
subconscious beliefs, motives, and expectations. About 15 pages.
Only available in English.

Health Reports

Revelation by Maxine Taylor
This report gives very short, simple, direct interpretations of the
astrological influences in your birth chart. Beginning students of
astrology can find the concise interpretations helpful in developing their own ability to focus on the essential meaning of the
astrological influences. It emphasizes the importance of a
positive attitude to make the most of one's life. About 10-11 pages
in length. Language available: English

Anyone purchasing these health reports needs to sign a
Disclaimer that states that the purchaser is fully responsible for properly using any of the medical reports and that
Cosmic Patterns has no legal liabilities that arise if the
purchaser distributes printouts of any of these reports.

AstroMed by Dr. Randall Roffe, D.C.

Senior Report by Robbi Dyer
Most astrological reports assume that the reader is an adult, and
is concerned with issues of career, marriage, romance, family, and
inner development. The Senior Report addresses the issues that
people face in later years. Robbi describes how you can maximize
your potential in your later years to live a fulfilling and meaningful
life. About 10 pages in length. Language available: English.

The Earth Mandala by Bernie Ashman
Think of this report as helping to point you toward a deeper
connection with your life purpose. There are no perfect people so
don’t feel bad if you read something that seems a bit negative. If
we were perfect with no lessons to learn, there would be no
reason for being here. Don’t you agree? Think of karma or the
challenges you face as growth potential. About 3 pages. Only
available in English

This report provides an astrological analysis of the natal chart with
therapeutic indications based on Chinese and Ayurvedic healing,
traditional medicine, western herbalism, yoga therapy, applied
kinesiology and meric chiropractic, nutritional medicine, and
homeopathy. About 10 pages in length. Language available: in English

Cosmobiology Health Report by Agnes Nightingale
This report is designed to serve as a guide for those interested in
researching the predisposition to disease in an astrological chart.
Meant to gain a fairly quick general overview, it gives only short
descriptions of the predominant influences. This report compliment's the AstroMed Report. About 9-11 pages in length. Language
available: English

Medical Forecast by Eileen Nauman
This Forecast report describes the influence of transiting planets
on human health and well-being, thus providing indications of
tendencies for changes in health. Homeopathic and nutritional
recommendations are provided. The approximate page length for

Vertex Report by Donna Henson
The Vertex Report helps you understand how a larger sense of
purpose and destiny works in your life. This report helps you
understand how a larger sense of purpose and destiny works in
your life. Destiny does not imply that there is no free will. The
Vertex Report can help you navigate your way in life by seeing
how the Vertex describes a force of destiny in your life. About 11
pages. Only available in English

Vocational Guidance by Horacio Valsecia

one month is about 11-12 pages. Language available: English

MedScan by Eileen Nauman
MedScan interprets element balances, heavily aspected planets,
and other astrological factors, and provides details about your
health, including what vitamin and other deficiencies are likely.
Homeopathic and nutritional recommendations are provided.
Eileen Nauman is a well known medical astrologer. About 10 pages
in length. Languages available: English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Russian

This report is a wonderful tool for those who wish to learn more
about or are seeking their vocations or professions. Horacio
determines strengths found in the individual's natal chart and
guides the reader in finding his or her true vocation or profession
while at the same time providing an analysis of personal characteristics, unused potential, ability to earn money, etc. Horacio has
made numerous indications of possible vocations or professions
in a clear and direct way. About 13 pages in length. Languages
available: English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Norwegian

World Peace Report by Lorna Houston
This report is based on a positive vision of world peace, and the
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belief that each individual has the potential within to make a
significant contribution to world peace. The basis of inner peace
is self-esteem and self-knowledge, and when enough individuals
are self-aware, they will act in accordance with natural laws to
promote hamony around them, and the result will be world
peace. About 10 pages in length. Language available: English

Chinese Reports
The New Astrology by Suzanne White
A Unique Blend of Western and Chinese Astrology. This report
blends Western signs with Chinese signs and comes up with 144
"New" signs. If you are a Sagittarius Sun sign and were born in the
OX year 1949, then you are a Sagittarius/Ox. Take your regular,
familiar astrological sign and match it with the animal sign of the
year you were born, and you have found your new astrological
sign. About 10-11 pages in length. Currently Available in English only

More information and sample reports at

www.astrosoftware.com

World’s best and largest collection of Interpretive Reports

Chinese Astrology Profile by Suzanne White
In this report, you will find out about a person's general characteristics, health issues peculiar to the person's sign, his or her
compatibility with other signs, the yin-yang balance, the future
cycles, the effect of all 5 Chinese elements, and even traits specific
to men and women of the particular sign. About 21 pages. Only
available in English.

Past Life Reports
Cayce Past Life by Ry Redd
This analysis of the birth chart is based on Ry Redd's study of the
Edgar Cayce readings. The language of this report is in Cayce
tradition. Ry Redd determined what planetary influences were
most likely responsible for the readings by Edgar Cayce: This
report is very esoteric, accurate, and inspiring. About 9-10 pages
in length. Languages available: English, German, French, Portuguese

Karmic Insight by Gina Ronco
This in-depth report gives the reader an esoteric point of view and
a look into the soul's intentions and lessons to be learned in this
lifetime based on reverberations from past lifetimes. It is written
in hopes that the individual may clarify their lessons and goals
and illuminate their struggles. The Karmic Insight report concentrates on the aspects of the Moon (unresolved past-life issues that
have been re-stimulated), the Sun (weaknesses, fears) while also
interpreting all other hard and soft aspects. This is a very accurate
and well-written report and is unique. About 8 pages in length.
Languages available: English, and Norwegian

Karmic Past Life by Terri Rohde
The analysis focuses on the 12th house cusp, Saturn, Jupiter, the
Moon's nodes and Rx planets but includes interpretations of
many other factors in the natal chart as well. About 5-6 pages in
length. Languages available: English, Spanish, French, Portuguese

Spiritual Transformation Report by Lorna Houston
The lingering effects of difficult and even traumatic effects in our
past can cast a shadow on our lives that prevents us from
manifesting our full potential. As we release our emotional
investment in these experiences, we are able to contribute more
as people seeking Light and Love for all. Some of these past
experiences may be recent; some may be things which happened
in our childhood which we might not even remember; and some
may have came from prenatal events or events which happened
before we were even conceived. This report is designed to assist
you in releasing and resolving these issues so that you can move
forward with greater confidence and capacity to be a channel for
the good of all. About 13 pages. Only available in English

Integrated Reports
Saturn’s Promise by Stephanie Clement
This report integrates three facets of astrology into one report. First
it tells about the potential of Saturn as seen in the birth chart. Then

it considers the milestones throughout the life when Saturn makes
a square or opposition aspect to the natal Saturn. Third, it calculates and interprets the position of Saturn in the Saturn Return
chart. About 12 pages in length. Currently Available in English only

Jupiter’s Promise by Stephanie Clement
Jupiter’s twelve year cycle coincides with many of the major life
transitions you will experience throughout your life. Now you can
offer your clients an interpretation of the milestones that are
common to societies around the planet, and show how these
periods affect mental skills, earning capacity, romantic and
business partnerships, and spiritual horizons. About 16 pages. Only
available in English

Compatibility Reports
These reports describe the issues that arise in the relationship between 2 people. The strong points and potential
problem areas are described. Each report has its own
unique way of interpreting the astrological influences, and
each report uses different methods to determine the most
important themes in the relationship.

Compatibility & Conflict
Business & Friends by Dorothy Oja
This report is based on Dorothy's extensive work in relationship
counseling & analyzing the lives of the famous and infamous. This
report focuses on the core patterns of relationship analysis that
Dorothy uses in determining areas of compatibility and potential
conflict between individuals. These basic points of contact are
analyzed to arrive at an interpretation of what is central and
important in business or friends relationships. About 10-12 pages in
length. Language available: English

Compatibility & Conflict
Marriage & Romance by Dorothy Oja
Rather than interpret every interaction between two charts, this
report interprets only particularly important aspects between the
two chart and relationships between zodiac sign placements,
Aspects to the ruler of the 7th house cusp, aspects to angles,
aspects to inner planets, and important zodiac sign placements
are interpreted. In this way, the major themes and issues of the
relationship are revealed. About 10-12 pages in length. Language
available: English

Compatibility by Gina Ronco
Reports for both romantic and non-romantic relationships can be
produced. Also included is a Composite Forecast Report based on
transits to the composite chart of the two people. The
Compatibility Report identifies the most significant issues of the
relationship and describes these issues at the beginning of the
report in a separate chapter. Insight on how to best handle
problem areas, how to better appreciate one another, and how to
use the strengths of your relationship is provided. The high
accuracy and helpful guidance provided in this report has made
this one of our most popular reports. About 10-15 pages in length.
Languages available: English, Spanish, French, German, Norwegian,
Russian

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Composite Report by Art Poppe

Solar Return Reports

This report analyzes romantic relationships by analyzing the
composite chart in detail. Composite charts are very popular
among professional astrologers for a very simple reason: they
work! In this report Art Poppe interprets the rising sign and
decanate, as well as signs on other cusps, house and sign
placements, aspects, and midpoint structures are interpreted.
About 10-12 pages in length. Language available: English

Heaven Sent by Maxine Taylor
Is divided into two sections. The first deals with planets in houses,
that is, which of your natal houses are triggered by his/her planets
and vise versa. The second section deals with planets in aspect, or
how your planets relate to each other. About 9-10 pages in length.
Language available: English

LoveTies Report by Sheryl Canter
The LoveTies report describes how two people would get along in
a romantic relationship. The complete report has four sections:
two natal reports (what each person is like) and two compatibility
reports (how each person experiences the other). This Reprt
features insightful analysis and a natural language style. Names
and pronouns are inserted throughout just as they would be in
natural speech. About 13 pages. Only available in English

Psyche & Eros Relationship Analysis by Lenore Canter
This report consists of 4 sections; the first two sections describe
the relationship potential of each person, and sections 3 and 4 are
the compatibility analysis, describing how the two people
experience each other and the relationship from the perspective
of each person. This report focus on what is it you want to know
when you are checking out a romantic relationship. About 17
pages in length. Language available: English

Star*Mate Composite Report by Pemo Theodore
This report analyzes a romantic relationship between two people
by interpreting the composite chart by focusing on the the
essential issues of the relationship, how the couple deals with
essential issues, where and how they complement each other,
communicate, the weakness of the relationship and the influences that can affect the longevity of the relationship. Also
discussed are karmic areas and background issues of the relationship. The asteroids Eros, Cupido, and Sappho and other as well as
more commonly used asteroids like Ceres and Juno, and Black
Moon Lilith (the Moon's agogee) is included in the analysis.
Star*Mate addresses issues that married couples and romantic
partners are concerned based on the author's decades of work
with clients. About 20 pages in length. Language available: English

Venus Report by Carmen Lacau
This report is a compatibility report for romantic relationships.
Venus in each of the two charts is analyzed in terms of how each
person approaches a romantic relationship and the issues that are
likely to arise. The sign, house, and aspects of Venus are interpreted. Also interpreted is a comparison of the sign placement of
Venus in the two charts. This Report focuses in on attraction and
romant compatibility and is designed to describe themes and
tendencies that arise in the romantic bond between two people.
About 8, pages in length. Currently Available in Spanish only.
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A Solar Return is an exact moment when the Sun returns
precisely to birth position after completing a full orbit
rotation through the zodiac. Almost always the date that
the Sun returns to its natal position is the same day as the
birthday, or one day earlier, or one day later. In very rare
circumstances, it could occur 2 days earlier later.

Solar Return Report by Horacio Valsecia
The analysis of the solar return chart is very thorough, analyzing
both the solar return chart and its relationship to the natal chart to
determine trends for the coming year. This report is essentially
divided into two parts. The first part analyzes the general external
conditions of the year and the opportunities or problems that
could occur in different areas. The second part analyzes the twelve
astrological house, marking specially in what area of your life the
various astral influences will be manifested, emphasizing your
probably responses and inner changes. About 15 pages in length.
Languages available: English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, German

Many Happy Returns by Art Poppe
This report is based an astrological technique known as Solar
Return. The Asc., ruler of the Asc., planets on house cusps, planets
in houses,and planetary placement in the chart are interpreted.
The aspects used are conjunction, opposition, square, trine,
sextile, semisextile, semisquare, sesquiquadrate, and quincunx.
About 17 pages in length. Language available: English

Planets In Solar Return by Mary Shea
This report is based on the author's experience interpreting
hundreds of Solar Return charts for clients over a 20 year period.
Included in the report is an interpretation of retrograde Mercury,
Venus and Mars, hemispheric and quadrant emphasis, preponderances and lacks, and each planet in every Solar Return house,
aspects interpretations such as conjunction, opposition, square,
sextile and trine, Ascendant, and Solar Eclipse analysis. Her
examples range from spiritual transitions, starting a new
business, love affairs, marriage, issues involving children and
parents, health, education, writing and publishing books,
relocation, income changes, career transitions, and much more.
She covers both positive and negative possibilities for the
different Solar Return placements and configurations she
discusses. About 11-16pages in length. Language available: English

Lunar Return Report
Lunar Return is based on the Moon’s return to its natal
position about once a month (approximately every 27 ½
days). A chart calculated for the time the Moon returns to
its natal position is the Lunar Return chart and it gives
indications for the coming month.

Lunar Return Report by Horacio Valsecia:
The objective of this report is to offer a practical guide to the
situations that will arise in the coming months. It is based on a
monthly chart calculated for the time when the moon returns to

More information and sample reports at
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the exact position it was at the time of birth. The Lunar Return
happens every 28 days, or about 3 times a year. The interpretations provide insights into possible events in a descriptive and
comprehensive way while giving suggestions on how to deal with
the positive as well as negative planetary aspects. One month is

pursuits. The approximate page length for three months is about 6
pages. Languages available: English, Spanish, Portuguese

about 3 pages in length. Languages available: English, Spanish and
Portuguese.

This report is down-to-earth and practical. He gives suggestions
on how to best handle the astrological influences as well. Riley
worked on this project for many years, and the care and attention
that he put into this project is evident in the high quality of the
final product. The approximate length for 1 month is about 10 pages.

Monthly Fitness & Lifestyle Guide by Art Poppe
This report is a Lunar Return Report designed to help you face the
biggest challenge to your health and diet, which is your emotional state. This report is a monthly look at dietary and exercise
potential based on the sign on the Ascendant, with a secondary
look at the Moon, house, aspects and all other planets. This
Report is not intended to be used for "quick" dietary loss or health
maintenance.
DISCLAIMER: No diet or exercise regime should be started
without the advice of a doctor or physician.

Thirteen Moons Lunar Return by Art Poppe
This report is based on an astrological technique known as Lunar
Returns. The analysis is very detailed, being about a dozen pages
for each lunar return. The date when the influence begins appears
below. The influences described will last for about one month.

Forecast & Progression Reports
A Forecast Report predicts future trends - what is likely to
occur over the coming months, days, or even years. The
Kepler and Pegasus program includes the Cosmo Forecast
Report. There are also many optional reports; these
optional reports require Kepler to run. Each of the Forecast
Reports is described below.
Transits, progressions, and solar returns are three of the
most common astrological forecasting methods. A
progressions is a kind of unfolding of the birth chart over
time based on a cosmic ratio like a day to a year. Don't
worry, you don't need to understand the theory of progressions to read this interpretation of your progressed chart!

AstroJourney I I by Kathie Garcia
A forecast report specifically geared toward today’s young adults,
and to their parents, prior to the time of the first Saturn Return at
age 29, when full astrological adulthood sets in unequivocally. So
much growth and change occurs during these vital years in the
search for self-realization, financial independence, the end of
childhood, marriage and family, etc. Parents, too, pass through
many changes as their children take flight. This report keeps
concerned parents in touch with cycles affecting their older
children as parental control diminishes. The approximate length for 1
month is about 13 pages. Currently available in English only

Business Forecast by Rosa Maria Viniegra
This report gives future trends for people engaged in running a
business or making business decisions. This report interprets
transiting-to-natal aspects that strongly affect one’s business

Destiny & Decisions by Riley Goodwin

Currently available in English only

Gold Price Forecast by David Cochrane
Produces a forecast of gold prices. The forecast is a short-term
forecast. In the research that was conducted to develop the Gold
Forecast, correlations between actual and predicted gold prices
were analyzed over 3-month periods. Includes gold, silver, and
copper data. The gold data includes about 31 ½ years of daily
gold price data.

Karmic Forecast by Rosa Maria Viniegra
This forecast report focuses only on issues of a karmic and more
inner nature. The approximate length for three months is about 15
pages. Languages available: Spanish, Portuguese

Love & Romance Forecast by R. M. Vniniegra
This report focuses on love and romance issues. It outlines the
aspects between the transiting planets and the following three
natal planets: Moon, Venus, and Pluto. The approximate length for
three months is about 12 pages. Languages available: English, Spanish,
Portuguese

Mini-Minder by Art Poppe
This report provides very brief interpretations of transits,
including the option to include midpoint interpretations. Each
interpretation is clear, concise, and focuses on tangible, concrete
issues, avoiding detailed psychological analysis. Even though
interpretations are very short, the length of a report is not short if
you include midpoint interpretations. The approximate length for 1
month is about 10-12 pages. Currently available in English only

Poppe Forecast by Art Poppe
This report by Art Poppe is specific and detailed, with suggestions
on how to best deal with the astrological influences. This report
allows you to select which aspects, transiting planets, and natal
planets are desired so that you can produce reports with a varying
degrees of detail. There are interpretations of the traditional
aspects (conjunction, opposition, square, trine, and sextile). Art's
report includes semisquare, sesquiquadrate, and quincunx
aspects. Another unique feature of this report is that you can
interpret transiting midpoint structures, either transiting planet
to natal midpoint and/or transiting midpoint to natal planet. The
approximate length for 15 days is about 15-20 pages. Currently available
in English only

Portuguese Forecast by Quirino Simoes
This report is similar to the Basic Forecast Report. It interprets
transiting planets forming major aspects to natal planets. Planets

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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through the houses are also interpreted. Outer planet transits are
treated in detail and inner planet transit interpretations are short
and succinct. The approximate length for 1 month is about 10 pages.
Currently available in Portuguese only

Secondary Progressed Report by Riley Goodwin
This report interprets the signs, the aspects, and the house
positions in the progressed chart. The zodiac sign placements in
the progressed chart and natal chart are also compared to each
other. This report takes a rigorous approach to interpreting the
secondary progressed chart, and the high quality of the final
product reflects the care and attention that went into creating it.
About 15 pages in length. Language available: English

Starlight Solutions Forecast by Gina Ronco
is a forecast report that not only describes future trends but
advises you on how to best handle the astrological influences. For
the outer planet transits, which have a longer and more powerful
influence, the positive and negative tendencies, and remedies
and suggestions for best handling the astrological influences are
given. This is an intelligent and sensitive report designed to
provide you practical information on how to succeed and move
forward in your life. The approximate length for one month is about 12
pages. Language available: English

Relocation reports describe issues, challenges, and
opportunities that arise if you visit or live in a particular
place. These reports can be used when deciding where to
move to, where to vacation, where to conduct business,
where to look for romance, etc.

Best Places Report by David Cochrane
The Best Places Report does something amazingly simple and
powerful: it tells you which towns and cities are best for the area
of life you are most interested in. Instead of looking at an
AstroMap or running an astrological analysis for particular cities,
the Best Places Report simply tells you what the best places are!.
About 2 to 3 pages in length. Language available: English

Cities & Towns by Gina Ronco
Are you thinking about moving, and wondering how you will like
the new location? Or perhaps you are deciding on a place to
vacation. Select up to 20 cities or towns, and the Cites and Towns
Report will provide a brief description (about 1/3 to 1/2 page per
location) of what you can expect in this location. Languages
available: English, Spanish, German, French

Environment Therapy Report by David Cochrane

Star*Quest Pro by Ronco, Jawer, & Hajjar
This report is an expanded version of the Basic Forecast Report by
Gina Ronco. Interpretations of the 4 major asteroids and Chiron
(written by Maureen Hajar) and midpoints (written by Jeff Jawer)
is included. It simply gives the additional capabilities of midpoint,
Chiron, and asteroid interpretations. One other feature that is in
this report, but not the Basic Forecast Report, is the ability to
produce a forecast report in “Daily Format”; in this format one
interpretation is given per day based on the strongest aspects in
effect on that day. One month approximate page length is about 25-30
pages. Languages available in English, Spanish

Star*Quest by Gina Ronco
You can run either a transit-to-natal or progressed-to-natal
report; you cannot combine transits and progressions in one
report but you can run them as separate reports. Major aspects
(conjunctions, oppositions, squares, trines, and sextiles) formed
between the transiting and natal planets are interpreted, and also
planets through the houses. Outer planet transits are treated in
detail and inner planet transit interpretations are short and
succinct. The approximate length for one month is about 13-20 pages.
Languages available: English, Spanish, French, Norwegian, Russian

TAO DJIA Forecast by Richard Schulz

Environment Therapy refers to the ways in which different
geographic regions affect our attitudes and behaviors and even
our physical health, and how we can use this information to
enhance our well being and health. This report provides an
astrological analysis of what you are likely to experience in the
cities and towns that you want to visit or live. Available in English

Relocation Information by Art Poppe
The Relocation Information Report provides an analysis of each
town that is a little more detailed (about ½ page to 1 page per
location) than the Cities and Towns Report. Astrologer Art Poppe,
uses similar techniques as those used by Gina Ronco in the Cities
and Towns. Languages available: English

Pet Reports
These reports address issues that pet owners and pet lovers
have with their pets. To get to know more about your dog
and/or cat order this report. It is also a very nice and different gift for a friend who has a pet cat or a dog at home.

Canine Report by Linda Frano

The term TAO refers to the Technical Aspect Oscillator, as well as
the cycles and balance of yin and yang in the ancient and
enduring Chinese philosophy—Taoism. The formula used to make
the forecast is based on a weighting of planetary angular
separation developed by myself and is based on the effects of
astrological aspects including what many astrologers regard as
minor aspects. The TAO DJIA Forecast draws from the theory of
harmonics introduced by John Addey.
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Relocation Reports

This report is written for owners of dogs. Linda is an experienced
astrologer and also very deeply involved in working with dogs.
She understands the issues, concerns, and how important your
pet dog is to you. Dog owners know that each dog has its own
unique personality, and this report describes your dog's personality, and how you can provide an environment in which your dog
can thrive and be happy. About 12 pages in length. Currently Available
in English only

More information and sample reports at
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NEW

Feline Report by Linda Frano
This report is written for cats owners. Independent of mind and
spirit, cats have always displayed outright indignant behavior at
any attempt to train them. Having a mind of their own and a
highly changeable nature, cats are unlike any other animal you've
owned. The favorites of many, they are misunderstood by all.
Astrology helps us to understand some of the quirks these highly
intelligent animals display. About 12 pages in length. Currently
Available in English only

Horary And Classical Astrology Reports
Horary astrology analyzes the chart for the moment that a
question is asked rather than analyzing a person’s birth
chart. Horary astrology was widely used throughout the
Middle Ages and the rules used in horary astrology are
rather complex and sophisticated. Some modern day
astrologers also practice horary astrology as well.

Astroquest Horary by Dr. Randall Roffe, D.C.
Dr. Roffe designed this Horary Report to answer questions of any
nature. He provides likely outcomes based on the planetary
positions of the time and place of the question and combines this
with natal chart aspects of the individual. Descriptions are given
of the general situation, the questioner, the quesited object or
person and much more. This report includes Astro Love Quest
Report, and the ability to produce a shorter report geared
specifically towards questions regarding issues of love and
romance. About 10-12 pages in length. Language available: English

Who Wins? by Lee Lehman
An Astrological Analysis of Games and Contests Using Classical
Western Astrological Rules. This report is based on extensive
research by Lee Lehman on games to see whether the home team
or away team is likely to win the game based on Bonatti’s rules of
war. The rules have been researched and adapted to modern
games. While being closely based on Bonatti’s rules, the rules in
Who Wins has been adapted and implemented to work well for
modern sports events.

For more information
and samples of each
of the Report Options, visit

www.astrosoftware.com
then click on Report Options

Automatic Rectification
Add-on for Kepler

Simply enter major events in a person’s life, the forecast
methods you wish to use and a graph of the likelihood that
the person was born
at different possible
birth times is produced. A detailed
listing of astrological
aspects and scores
are also produced.
What would take
days or weeks now is
done automatically. You can also customize and create the
formula (AstroSignature) used for the events.

85,000 Charts Option for Kepler
Add-on for Kepler

For just $50 you can expand Kepler 8 into a powerhouse
astrological tool for exploring ideas and making discoveries. This database of
85,000 charts gives you
the ability to take
advantage of the
powerful research
features that are
already included in
Kepler.

85,000 Charts & Research for Pegasus
Add-on for Pegasus

Looking for powerful astrology software to explore,
discover, and research charts? With Pegasus and this addon to Pegasus you have
a huge database of
charts and exciting
research features that
enable you to make
discoveries and gain
new insights into
astrology. We recommend this software if
you already have
astrology software that
you are happy with, but wish that you also had powerful
and easy-to-use research software. This is the software that
you have been waiting for. Enter the 21st century
Information Age with this cutting edge exciting software!

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Choosing Your Matrix Software
After more than 40 years of developing astrology software, we know that one size does not fit all. Astrology is
fascinating, exacting, and as intricate as you want to make it. Regardless of your level of interest, the right software helps assure that you will enjoy your explorations, and gain maximum benefit from what you discover on
your journey. Matrix offers you a choice of programs to fit your needs.

Professional Software

WinH
Star, BlueH
Star, Horizons, Day Watch, Matrix Search, Winning Times and our WinH
Writer
Professional report programs lead the field of Professional astrology software. Designed for Counseling
Astrologers, researchers, serious amateurs, and astrological entrepreneurs; these are sophisticated programs
that provide the tools and required to explore astrology at its highest levels.
WinH
Writer Professional Report Writer: The purchase of a Matrix Professional report-writer includes the issuance of a license, which allows you to legally sell the reports you create (which is the output from the program), without any additional license fees or royalties applied.”

Express Personal Software
Amateur astrologers, students, and non-astrologers all benefit from features built into these programs that
teach you astrology as you put the benefits of what you learn to work in your life. Express Personal software includes WinH
Star Express, BlueH
Star Express, and our exclusive collection of WinH
Writer Express Personal report programs. These are highly recommended to anyone who wants to begin their study of astrology the
right way.
WinH
Writer Express Report Writer: Purchase of a Win*Writer Express does not include license to sell the reports you create (which is the output) from the program. Win*Writer Express reports may not be sold.

KNOW thru Astrology Software
Even if you know absolutely nothing about astrology – even if you are shy around computers – our KNOW
thru Astrology software gives you access to the best that astrology has to offer. These programs are not just easy
to use, they are absolutely fun. But be assured they meet the same standards for excellence that we demand of
every Matrix Software program.
If you need help with you selection, don’t hesitate to call or e-mail us.
Phone: +1-352-373-1504
Email: kepler@astrosoftware.com
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Blue*Star Professional includes 16 reports that can be saved, printed, and emailed as PDF files.
BlueH
Star is a 21st Century astrology program
combining traditional astrological chart wheels
and calculations with fully illustrated state-ofthe-art interpretive reports.
Those of you who are professional astrologers
know that single reports (with rights to distribute) often sell from. BlueH
Star includes complete reports — all fully illustrated and professionally formatted. How can we do this?
The answer is simple. Although all of the chart
wheels and calculations print out as PDF files,
the sixteen BlueH
Star Personal interpretative re-

ports are limited to on-screen viewing,
EXCEPT in the professional version, BlueH
Star
Pro, in which case all sixteen reports can be
saved, printed, and emailed as PDF files.
This gives you two options: If all you need are
reports for your family and friends, then
BlueH
Star Personal may be all you need. If you
are running a business and want to sell and distribute reports, then BlueH
Star Pro should be
your choice. Either way—with either one—you
will get all of the reports, plus loads of chart
wheels and calculations.

Because everyone’s needs are
different, Blue H
Star lets you
add the modules that fit
your needs.

Chart Calculation and
Interpretative reports
in one Package!
Star is part of the
Chart Calculation: BlueH
newest generation of innovative Matrix programs having ease-of-use professional tools such
as Two Wheel Display, from Single-Wheels to
Quad-Wheels, Aspects List Box, Synastry,
Center Aspects, Helio Charts, Local Space,
Arabic Parts, TimeH
Scan, Around the Wheel,
Midpoints, Designer Wheels, Pop Up
Interpretations, and much more. All of these
tools are available in both the BlueH
Star
Personal and BlueH
Star Pro versions.

Add just what you need to
BlueH
Star: You can add additional
reports to the Professional version
and you can also add, in both versions,
additional charts, tables, and other specialty
QickH
Studies modules.

Interpretetions: Sixteen screen versions of
the most popular Matrix reports, completely formatted and with full-color images, including
the two most popular interpretative reports in
Talk and TimeLine.
the world; AstroH
With BlueH
Star Personal you can read and
study any of these reports (for any birth time)
on-screen, BlueH
Star Pro includes
these same sixteen reports, but in this
program the full reports can easily be
saved, printed, and emailed as PDF
files. Plus, you can add more reports
to your collection.

Screen-shots, Tool List, Charts and complete Report samples at

www.astrologysoftware.com

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Available
in Three
Levels
WinH
Star is the product of more that 35 years of development. No other astrology
software is as complete or as well thought out as is WinH
Star. This program is the result
of our own programmer/astrologers working worldwide with thousands of other
astrologers who were using our software. Without this critical collaboration and
feedback from people who were actually putting our software to the reality test every day,
WinH
Star would be just another piece of astrological software.
WinH
Star includes Searches, performed by the Matrix Search Lite. – This highly advanced
module is light years ahead of the old Searches program. You can search, against fixed stars or
any defined point, for transiting house cusps, etc. WinH
Maps, powered by Horizons Lite, can
plot in En Mundo, Geodetic, and Zodiacal, as well as along rising lines, setting lines, zenith lines
and/or nadir lines. You can also plot aspects, midpoints, local space and parans.
WinH
Star is available in three different levels: Standard, Extended, and Professional. You can choose the
level that best fits your needs. WinH
Star is a complete astrologer's toolbox for people who refuse to settle for
anything but the best.

No other
astrology
software
gives you
all these
features
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Features

Asteroids (four major; 600H

year ephemeris)
Angle crossings
H
H
Astro
Clock (current positions
H
Antiscia (solstice points)
H
onscreen)
Arabic Part Wheel with 50
H
Atlas access: Matrix Win-Atlas
H
parts
v2, ACS (DOS), Matrix ACS
Arc
Directions:
All-Naibod
H
atlas, and ACS-Windows atlas
arc, All-solar arc, AscendantAtlas
of major U.S. hospitals
H
arc directions, vertical, and
Azimuth charts
H
user-defined.
B.C. dates
H
Arc-to-natal searches
H
Campanus mundoscope
H
Arc-transform charts
H
Chart database holds an
H
Aspects: Grids (dozens of
H
unlimited number of charts
styles), Lines (in hi-res
Chart Patterns: (Grand Trines,
H
chartwheels), Editable orbs,
T-Squares … over 50 types)
Aspectarians
Chart Sets (make your
Aspect Tables: Closest Aspects, H
H
combinations from over
Planet Sort, Planet Pairs Sort,
200 forms and save as sets)
Sort by aspect, Planet
Color Editing
H
Columns, Aspect Columns,
Contraparallels
Aspect Totals
H
Converse progressions
Astro Filter
H
H
Coordinate systems: Campanus
H
mundo-scope, azimuth &
altitude, right ascension charts,
RA & declination, longitude &
latitude, geocentric or
heliocentic, coordinates table
Cosmobiology wheels and
H
printouts
Database saves all charts
H
Day H
Scan
H
Day H
Scan includes houses and
H
angle crossings
Day H
Scan transit viewer
H
Declination tables
H
Degree-for-a-year directions
H
Dignities: Ptolemaic dignities
H
Direction to directed chart (hit
H
list for selectable time span and
planet set)

More information at

Distance values
H
Draconic Charts
H
Eclipse charts
H
Elements
H
Enter/exact/leaving in hit lists
H
Ephemeride: 3000-year
H

ephemeris, Chiron (600-year
ephemeris), four major
asteroids, Transpluto,
Dark Moon, Lilith, eight
Uranian Planets
Equatorial charts
H
Export Charts
H
Fixed Stars
H
Geodetic charts
H
Graphs: Angular Separation
H
(180 & 360 degrees, geo &
helio), Graph Midpoints (360
& 180)
Harmonics (chartwheels;
H
choose from standard or create
your own)
Heliocentric chart patterns
H
High-resolution chartwheels
H
(over 200 forms, highest
precision and clarity)
Hit lists (customizable lists:
H
rearrange data to suit and you
can save list formats)
Horary: almutens, Lilly
H
strengths, horary layouts
House quadrants, house
H
balance, 14 house systems
Import other chart files:
H
Blue H
Star, QuickCharts,
Compact Data, Nova, Solar
Fire, CCRS ‘92
Latitude tables & graphs:
H
longitude & latitude,
RA & declination,
azimuth & altitude

www.astrologysoftware.com

Lilly planetary strengths
H
Local Space charts
H
Logos (editable company name
H
for chart services)

Lunar node: true node or
H
mean node

Lunation Charts
H
Maps: local space and
H

mundane
(Astro H
Carto H
Graphy)
Midpoints: view/print
H
midpoint lists
Midpoint Sorts: 360, 90,
H
45, and 22.5
Midpoint Trees: 90, 45, 22.5
H
Modalities
H
Moon: new & full moon
H
charts, lunar phase diagram,
lunar light, eclipses, parallax
moon, lunar phase &
data graph
Parallels of declination or
H
latitude, in hit lists and graphs
Planet set (selectable for chart)
H
Planetary motion (helio- or
H
geocentric)
Planetary rulerships
H
Planets/Points: Moon, Sun,
H
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
Pluto, Lunar Node, Midheaven, Ascendant, Vertex,
South Node, Equatorial
Ascendant, Part of Fortune,
Uranian planets: Transpluto,
Chiron, Ceres, Vesta, Pallas,
Juno, Dark Moon Lillith
Pluto symbol: two choices
H
Precision: Sun, planets, and
H
angles to a fraction of a second
or arc; Moon to within 10
seconds of arc; intermediate
house cusps to within one
minute of arc
Prime vertical charts (standard
H
and Neely)
Printer selection
H
Position scales
H
Professional Graphic
H
Ephemeris Progressed Angles:
progressed MC, all-solar arc,
solar arc with derived
ascendant, all-Naibod arc,
Naibod arc with derived
ascendant, daily houses
Progressions & directions
H
(Standard & Converse):
minor progressions, user-arc
directions, user progressions,
ascendant-arc directions,

secondary progressions, solar
arc directions, vertical-arc
directions, quotidian
progressions (two styles),
directed charts (standard and
converse, primary), Naibod
directions
Rectification Assist
H
Return charts: solar, lunar,
H
demi-solar, demi-lunar, to a
point, solunar, user-angle,
year’s, sidereal, right ascension,
sidereal-solar, and all
planetary, with phase-angle
incremental options and
printing of successive
return charts
Sabian Symbols (pop-up
H
depictions)
Save chart data to hard disk,
H
save secondary charts (such as
returns or progressions),
replicate last-used chart data
Searches: filter, sort
H
Sidereal ayanamsa: FaganH
Bradley, Deluce, Lahiri,
Raman, Usha-Shashi, Sri
Yukteswar, Sundara Rajan,
Krishnamurti, Larry Ely,
Shill Pond
Sidereal zodiac
H
Solstice points
H
Sorted midpoint
H
Sort by: orb, aspects, planetary
H
order, midpoint, angular
separation, more.
Stations (retrograde and direct)
H
Synastry: composite angles &
H
composite charts
Synastry charts: composite
H
midpoint, composite
midheaven, traditional
Davison chart, relationship
chart based on mean spherical
values, SynGrid (one-click
synastry grid)
Timed Hit Lists:
H
Progressed-to-radix hit list
G
for selectable time span and
planet set
Progressed-to-progressed hit
G
list for selectable time span and
planet set
Arc-to-radix hit list for
G
selectable time span and
planet set
Transits to Natal Midpoints
H
in Searches
Transit-to-progressed hit list
H

for selectable time span and
planet set
Transit-to-transit hit list for
G
selectable time span and
planet set
Transit-to-radix hit list for
G
selectable time span and
planet set
Void-of-course in hit lists
G
(and in a view screen)
Ingresses, house, and sign
G
Mixed hit lists (transits &
H
progressions, etc.)
Uranian planets
H
(400-year ephemeris)
Uranian wheels and printouts
H
Void-of-course in hit lists
H
and DayScan
Wheels & forms: single wheels,
H
biwheels, triwheels,
quadwheels, chartwheels
of all styles
Win H
Search Module
H
Win H
Star Ephemeris
H
Generator
Timed Atlas 258,000 locations
H
Read more about Win H
Star
Visit www.astrologysoftware.com for screenshots and
more program details...

Entire search results can be presented
onscreen in a graphic TimeH
Scan!

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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WinH
Star

WinH
Star includes a complete
high-resolution full-color mapping
module as a standard part of the
program. Nothing extra to buy.

Matrix Maps
Since Matrix
Software’s founder,
Michael Erlewine,
pioneered the concept
of Local Space, you
know we could not do
this program and not
include the absolute
best mapping system
available. Win H
Star
maps let you plot Local Space
and other popular mundane
mapping styles.
Feature include:
Zoom from world views to any
area with a click of the mouse
Parans list with closest
cities listed
Star maps
Local Space with instant
relocation feature
Use Current Charts list onscreen to study different charts
View pop-ups for chart data
without leaving map area
Print in black and white or in
color (color printer required)
Save maps to your clipboard
Add specific city data to plot
the city
Campanus mundoscope
Maps, one-click relocation
Mundane Maps
Relocation charts
Plot eclipse paths
Whether you are interested in
natal astrology, relocation,
geomantic studies, or geography,
Win H
Star maps are for you. This
simple-to-use feature puts the
power of the computer at your
disposal. Plot Local Space or
mundane rising and meridian
lines at the touch of a key.

Cosmobiology And Uranian Features In
WinH
Star
Of course you can include the Uranian
Planets in every chart, but with Win H
Star you
can do a lot more:
Cosmobiology wheels and printouts
Live 90-degree dial onscreen, drag and drop
midpoints, and degree-for-year arcs
Solar arc directions
8 Uranian Planets and Transpluto
Midpoints (view/print midpoint lists)
Midpoint Sorts: 360, 90, 45, and 22.5
Midpoint Trees: 90, 45, 22.5
Midpoint ephemeris
Graphic ephemeris, including midpoints
Create your own TNP ephemeris
Create an ephemeris of planetary pictures
Any Planet on any Cusp
Graphic ephemeris, including
Uranian planets
22.5, 45, 90, 360 dial
Print 14 different midpoint grids
Print 14 different midpoint dials, including
bi- and tri-dials
Print 3 different Uranian wheels, plus
Uranian tri-wheels
Print 3 different Uranian aspect grids

Win H
Star is the ultimate professional Astrology Software in the world
easy to use and with more features than any other program in the market.
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Star Plus go to
For more information on WinH
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Horary Chart Wheel Styles
For Professionals who choose dates and
times for weddings, legal filings, or other
significant events, Win H
Star provides the tools
to speed the process and make it easy for you
to consider chart after chart with just the click
of a mouse. Several special charts and forms
have been included in the program for our
horary astrologers.
Almutens
Lilly Strengths
Horary Chart forms listing applying
Moon aspects
Ephemeris with transit-to-transit
and transit-to-natal aspects
Moon phases, Ingresses
Void-of-course moon searches
Searches tailored to your personal needs
Time H
Scan
Day H
Scan
QWheel for quick assessment of charts*
*QWheel is a powerful onscreen tool for viewing,

editing, copying, and comparing charts.

More Win H
Star features you'll enjoy
Positions, Tables, Dataviews, & Lists
Position grid – for Sun, Moon, planets,
lunar node, asteroids, and Uranian planets in
geocentric and heliocentric coordinates.
By longitude and latitude to second of arc. Daily
motion; geocentric positions in declination,
right ascension, distance value, 360 position,
azimuth, altitude, local space, prime vertical,
amplitude, hour angle, mundoscope, and
Neely. Sort by planet order, geo or helio
longitude, latitude, and motion, or by geo
ascension, declination, or distance value.
Balances – Elemental balance, modal
balance, house balance, polarity
Rulerships – Dignities, ruling planet
exaltation, detriment, fall, last dispositor,
mutual receptions (by signs and houses),
dispositors by sign and house
Ptolemaic dignities – Ruler, exaltation,
triplicity, term, face, detriment, fall, joy,
besieged, almutens, Oriental/Occidental,
combust, antiscia
Lilly Strengths – Accidental dignity,
essential dignity, total strength

www.astrologysoftware.com

WinH
Star gives you the power of ten programs in one!

WinH
Star

What we take for
granted in our software
others consider extra features.

TimeH
Scan
Win H
Star Time H
Scan is a graphic timeline
in an easy-to-read calendar format. Just a glance shows aspects
occurring on a given day or week, the moon-sign position, its void-ofcourse periods, and more. Scroll through a calendar complete with all
the current transits to your chart. Click to pop-up the aspect’s date
and its entering and leaving times. Also presented are parallels of
declination, stations (retrograde and direct), and moon phases.
Degrees: Shows when each planet changes degree.
Angle Crossings: Shows rising, setting, and culminating times for
all the planets.
Day/Night: Shows the sun’s angular crossings.
Other Chart Data – Sunrise and Sunset
times, lunar phase, planetary hour, ayanamsa,
Lillith postion, Julian Sun/Moon midpoint,
Asc/MC angle, local apparent time, equation
of time, synetic vernal point.
Geo and Helio Graphs – Longitude and
Latitude, Right Ascension and Declination,
Azimuth and Altitude. Angular Separation
(360 and 180), Geo and Helio.
Graphic Ephemeris
Ebertin-style graphic ephemeris generator,
transits, progressions, and directions in any
harmonic, geo, and helio longitude, latitude,
and daily motion, geo distance value, right
ascension and declination, planets, Uranians,
asteroids, Chiron, Lunar node, Lillith,
midpoints, Solar Apex, Solar Node, Galactic
Center, and cusps for any location. Graphs
cover everything from 24 hours to an
unlimited number of years.
Quick Wheel
Live Astro H
Clock
Rectification Assist
An extensive Astro H
Index and DeVore's
Encyclopedia of Astrology
Pop-up Sabian Symbols and
Interpretations
Solar Arc/Aspect and dial
And, there is so much more . . .

Planetary Hours: Shows planetary hours and times using the
Time Line feature.
Houses: Shows when each transiting planet changes house.
Time Line: This feature draws a vertical line. Drag it to a specific
spot on the TimeH
Scan to display the time of day.
Defaults: Set up your TimeH
Scan just the way you want it and
then save your format for future use.
Options: Choose the date, location, and time zone for
your TimeH
Scan.

There’s not room enough in this catalog
to detail all of the other techniques that
you’ll find in WinH
Star, such as Draconic
Charts, Geodetics, Lilly Planetary
Strengths, Almutens, Arc-transform
charts, onscreen AstroH
Clock,
Rectification Assist, Enneads,
Quotidians, Antiscia, and more. For more
information, sample charts, maps, and
more, visit our website:

Add More
Designer Wheels
105 available to choose from!

www.astrologysoftware.com
R. Stephen Erlewine
Director of Software Development
Designer of Win H
Star

Three Levels to choose from:
WinH
Star Standard

WinH
Star Extended

WinH
Star Professional

Win Star Standard is a small
version of the WinH
Star
Extended. Each higher level of
the program is augmented with
additional features, giving you a
greater range of options. Go to
www.astrologysoftware.com/
pro/winstar/standard.aspx for
a list of features included in
this program.

Win Star Extended is a larger
version of the WinH
Star
Standard. For more
information about this
program, go to this page
www.astrologysoftware.com/
pro/winstar/extended.aspx.
More tools, more options – all
the power a professional
astrologer will need. This
program includes easy-to-use
one-click quick tools, two
chart display, Designer Wheels,
and much more.

WinH
Star Professional
contains the same calculations
and tools that the Standard
and Extended versions do, but
also includes three additional
complete programs: full
version of Matrix Search,
Matrix Horizons, and Day
Day Watch. To view a
complete list of features
included in this program, go to
www.astrologysoftware.com/
pro/winstar/pro.aspx.

H

H

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Its intuitive design and selection
of outstanding features
make Day Watch a program
destined to become a favorite of
student and amateur astrologers,
and an absolute must own
for serious Professionals.

Day Watch will change the way you look at events in your life. You can see
in an instant what’s coming your way, and exactly when it’s going to happen.
Completely Interactive: Move across days,
weeks, months, or years with ease and with as
much detail as you desire.
Reports Including: Yearly Calendar Report,
Yearly Highlights, Monthly Highlights,
Monthly Details, Lunation Chart (Month),
Lunation Chart (Year), Stations, Red/Green
Days, Void-of-Course, Void-of-Course
(Personal), Appointments/Events.

Extra Features: Lunation Charts, Stations,
Lilly Strengths Day, Lilly Strengths Month,
Natal Planets on Angles, Lunar Cycle Graph,
Monthly Ephemeris, Declination Graph.
Practicing professional astrologers and
astrological entrepreneurs: Day Watch
gives you an entirely new suite of services,
calendars, and reports you can sell to your
clients and customers, boosting your business
to a new level of prosperity.

Astrological calendar
software for
Professionals.
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The Events window
gives you
access to a daily
diary/appointment
scheduler.

There’s more... visit our website...

www.astrologysoftware.com

Program Features:
Create personalized calendars based on
a specific natal chart.
Add any kind of event for yourself and/or
clients (birthdays, anniversaries, pay days,
holidays, doctor appointments, meetings, etc).
Look at the specific hours at which your
aspects are in effect (tr-tr and tr-na).
Print any month, several months, or an entire
year with or without interpretive text.
Save output in PDF format then email it
directly from your PDF Reader program or
by email.
Select Tropical or Sidereal calculations.
Choose from 14 house systems.

Display transit-to-natal, transit-to-transit,
or both.
Display traditional holidays or define your
own holiday groups.
Choose U.S. or International date format.
Includes complete atlas of more than
258,000 locations.
Includes individual license to sell program
output with no added fees or royalties.
Excellent interpretive text written by a team
of astrologers that included John Townley,
Michael Erlewine, and R. Stephen Erlewine.

The auto e-mail
lets you send
calendars directly
from the program
in popular PDF
format and style

There’s more... visit our website... www.astrologysoftware.com

Offer your client full, detailed monthly, weekly,
or yearly calendars with/without interpretive
text, or use Day Watch to provide information
for your astrological consultations.

The Stations window
lets you view the
entire cycle, including
the “shadow” period,
with precise detail
and interpretations
when appropriate.
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Use this exclusive Lilly
Strengths viewer to see
monthly or daily activity
(calculated every 15
minutes). Select the planets
you want to monitor. View
Total, Accidental, Essential
Strengths, or all three.
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The 21st century astromapping software

Matrix HORIZONS
Meet the new Standard
for Professional
Relocation Software

I

n the 1990s, Matrix

Win H
Maps
broke new ground for astrologers offering
their clients and customers relocation
counseling. It quickly became an essential
tool for anyone who was serious about
astromapping and relocation.

When the Master of Relocation Astrology,
Jim Lewis, wanted to create software for his
AstroH
CartoH
Graphy techniques, he chose
Matrix Software as his collaborative partner, producing the highly respected and exceedingly
popular AstroH
CartoH
Graphy
Explained software (page 40).

Includes Complete
Atlas of over
258,000 Locations

Those of you who know
Matrix Software also know that
it was our founder, Michael
Erlewine, who developed the
widely acclaimed Local Space
technique, which is now used
by astrologers in more than
120 countries.

Amateur astrologers, novices, students, and
non-astrologers, you will enjoy the extensive
interpretations, easy-to-read and understand
graphs that let you easily compare and evaluate
locations, as well as theme maps that show you
precisely where particular influences lie on your
personal chart/map. With a few clicks you can
even create your own themes, and then map
them instantly! This is powerful stuff.

Horizons sets
a higher
standard for
astomapping
and relocation
software.

That’s the genealogy of the
first new astromapping/relocation astrology program of the
new century. Matrix Horizons
will take your relocation work to an entirely
new, and better, place.

Professional astrologers and counselors, you
will appreciate the range of tools the program
offers, giving you incredible flexibility and the
ability to efficiently evaluate a location or group
of locations even while you have a client on the
phone. The fluid interface lets you move easily
40

through different considerations and perspectives. This is your program.

More information and report samples at

Just some of Matrix
Horizons’ many features:
Hi-resolution maps ideal
for quality printing. You can
also export them in formats
ideal for easy e-mailing to your
clients anywhere in the world.

Extensive reports including: Planet line interpretations
for Relocation, Relationship,
Composite, C*C*G, and
Transit reports, with additional
interpretive text for aspects,
midpoints, parans, and Local Space. Add chart
wheels, maps, and scoring graphs to your reports,
and output them in PDF and other formats.

Total flexibility in choosing what to display
and how to display it including planets (Uranians
and key asteroids too), aspects, midpoints,
parans. Click a button and instantly display house
influences across a selected geographic area.

www.astrologysoftware.com

A mouse click will also let you display a
relocated wheel, natal, composite, transit,
CycloH
CartoH
Graphy, or Local Space for
any location. No fumbling with menus,
just click and you have your chart wheel.
Select Local Space, click on a location
and display all of the lines from that location, jump to another location, click, and
display.
Move around the world like you’re in
your private jet; choose a region, a continent, or a specific location. Click the
mouse and zoom in for a close-up. Right
click and widen the view to see what’s
around you.
Quickly add or delete cities from your
maps using the complete ACS US and
International atlas with over 258,000
locations included free with your New
Horizons program.
City Scoring: this is an innovative and
simple way to evaluate any
city or cities you select.
Create your own list of cities and move back and
forth through the display
to compare the significance of whatever planet
or planets you select in an
easy-to-read graph. There
is no easier way to evaluate
any locations you might
be considering anywhere
on the planet.

Extensive reports including: Planet line
interpretations for Relocation, Relationship,
Composite, C*C*G, and Transit reports,
with additional interpretive text for aspects,
midpoints, parans, and Local Space. Add
chart wheels, maps, and scoring graphs to
your reports, and output them in PDF
and other formats.

City Scoring is an innovative way to
evaluate any city or cities you select
instantly! Nothing is faster or better.

The Horizons Team: R. Stephen Erlewine, Kyle Pierce, Johan
Kruger with consultation from Martin Davis (author of
Astrolocality Astrology), John Townley, and Hank Friedman.
Textual interpretations were prepared by John Townley and Michael
Erlewine. Special thanks to astrologers Arlene Kramer, Ray
Merriman, Gloria Star, and Jeff Jawer for their valuable insights.

To view detailed screen shots,
full samples of all reports, and
additional features, visit
www.astrologysoftware.com

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Professional Transit-Progression Report Program!

With Matrix Search,
seek and you shall find!

Looking for critical
events in a crowded sky?
Need to know when
small trigger aspects,
decisive degrees, or hidden
transit cycles tip the scale?

atrix has always been known for the
power and sophistication of our search
programs, but this time Stephen
(Erlewine) has outdone himself. This
new program is, by unanimous agreement, the most powerful search program ever
available to astrologers.
Who is it for – serious counseling astrologers, researchers, mundane astrologers,
electional astrologers, and anyone with an insatiable curiosity about what the future holds – or
perhaps why something occurred in the past.
Matrix Search software gives you the power
to create and save personalized searches that you
can then access instantly, or you
can use the pre-programmed
One-Click Select Searches that include the standard:
Transit-to-Transit Searches
Transit-to-Natal Searches
Progressed-to-Natal Searches
Transit-to-Progressed Searches
Arc-to-Natal Searches
Pattern Searches

One-Click Select searches are preprogrammed for 1 and 3 days; 1 and 2 weeks; 1,
2, 3, and 6 months; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30, 60, and 90 years. Or select the
exact length of your search. LifeTime scans/searches are perhaps
one of the most interesting and
exciting things you can view, and
share with a client.

The most
powerful
search
program!

Add any planet, object, or
point in the universe to your searches – built
into the program are standard points, including
Zodiac Point, Eclipse or Lunation before birth,
Arabic Parts, Fixed Stars, AstroExpression,
Synodic Point, Natal chart points, Natal Cusps.
But, you can go where no astrologer has gone before and add absolutely any object or point you
consider significant.
Matrix Search software’s flexible display lets
you view your searches as a scan – click and
zoom, or as a list, click and instantly pop-up a
chart of that event; see all of the influences at
play in a given moment.
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Sorts and Filters are the key to any search, especially when you can produce life scans that
may contain up to 32,000 hits. Matrix Search
software lets you sort, sift, and filter your results
so that you can focus on exactly what you are
looking for, and see what is important.
One-Click Pre-set sorts include: Time;
Planet Pairs; Planets, Time; Aspects; Events;
Search Types; Enter, Exact, Leaving; Exact,
Enter, Leaving; Planet 1's position; Planet 2's position.

See PDF samples, screen shots, and tutorials at

What you see with Matrix
Search software you determine.
Some of the One-Click instant
v i e w s i n c l u d e Lu n a t i o n s ,
Eclipses, Lunar Phases, Void of
Course Moon, Stations, Sign Ingresses, House
Ingresses, Equinoxes and Solstices, Synodic
Cycles, Aspect, Aspect Combinations, Chart
Patterns, Moon Apogees and Perigees, Lunar
Days. All program output is in convenient PDF
format for easy saving, printing, and e-mailing.
Some Matrix Search Features
Scan Filter
Once you have completed your search, you
can filter out any element of your scan, viewing only those you want. Turn them off, turn
them on with a click of a mouse.

www.astrologysoftware.com

List Filter
Once you have completed your search, you can
filter out any element of your list, leaving only
those you want to view. Turn them off, turn
them on with a click of a mouse. No need to run
a new search.
Main Search Setup
One simple screen makes is easy to configure
your search criteria, no matter how involved or
how complex it may be. Name and save your customer searches for easy recall.
Search Type
Quickly set the type of search you want to do –
transit to transit, transit to natal, progressed to
natal, transit to progressed, progressed to progressed, arc to natal.
Aspect Sets
With one click you can choose your aspect set.
Choose from pre-programmed sets, or create
and save your own.
Events
This lets you select the events you want to
include and view in your search: sign ingress,
house ingress, stations, void of course,
enter/leave.
Advanced Options
Lets you select true node, converse, parallels of
latitude, and you can even set your own user arc,
and user progressions.
User Points
The program lets you add your own significant
points to your searches. In this window, two
have been turned on for the current search
(marked with an X).
Synodic & Heliocentric Cycles
A Synodic Cycle is the time period between the
first and subsequent occurrence of the conjunction of two planets. This can occur either from
the viewpoint of the Sun (heliocentric) or the
Earth (geocentric).
Edit Patterns
The patterns selected on the Edit Aspect
Patterns window, will be used for the Search for
Aspect Patterns.

To view detailed screenshots
and PDF samples of all
reports visit our website...
www.astrologysoftware.com

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Astrological Timing Software by Matrix Software

Matrix Software’s
Winning Times software is
all about giving you an
advantage in everything you do.
Astrologers know that “luck”
can improve dramatically if
you know exactly when to act,
and when to pass.

Winning Times gives you what the name says – the exact moments when
your personal astrological chart indicates your luck will be at its peak, and
your winning potential at maximum power. Built-in tools and recording
capabilities make it easy to track your results and fine tune your program for
even greater accuracy and performance.

Get an
instan
t
graph
of
any da
y.

Includes complete
timed U.S. and
International
atlas of more than
258,000 locations.

Lucky History
A built-in log lets you record and
track your results (or a client’s) to
determine the most productive
individual planetary combinations.
Scan: In Orb View
Winning Times shows you the day’s
aspects in orb. You can visually see when
the aspect enters and leaves (using the orb
of your choosing).
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See complete sample graphs, charts, and reports at

www.astrologysoftware.com

Professional Astrologers and Entrepreneurs create a variety of
reports for your clients and customers, then e-mail them
directly from the program in secure PDF format.

Included with every order
A Tutorial CD full of quick
video clips that show,
and tell you just how
to use your software!

Inside Winning Times
View lucky moments one week, one day, or
one hour at a time. Time events to the minute!
Lucky and unlucky times are shown in “scan”
view, “list” view, or “Winning Times” view.
Includes transiting house cusps to natal and
transit charts (a great feature for day traders!).
Customize the planets, aspects, and houses
shown in the scans and lists; midpoints and
asteroids too!
Shows enter, exact, and leave times for
your aspects.
Use the browse chart feature to compare your
lucky times with others.

Buy Winn
ing
and get N Times
umeroLog
ic

e

Fre

Easily change the current place to get the
most accurate timing for your events.
Lucky History: Log wins and losses; associate
these with the astrological events happening at
that time. Keep track of which planets are
lucky for you. A great research tool!
Reports: Create reports for personal or
commercial use. Select from various layouts of
your lucky times for the week, day, or hour.
Reports range from very detailed to very
simple (for your non-astrologer clients).
Recommended for use by:
Experienced Professional astrologers and serious student
astrologers. Not recommended for use by non-astrologers.
Read a sample at www.astrologysoftware.com

Discover the best times for:

Gambling
Buying Stocks
Planning Investments
Making Business deals

Calculation and interpretations produced
by this program are intended for research
or entertainment only. Matrix Software
and associated companies assume no
liability for decisions made based upon
output from this program.

Starting a Venture
For Job Interviews
Asking for a Raise
For Games of Chance

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Professional Report Software Section

The Easiest Way to Start your Report Business with no
added license fees or charges

The best products are usually the result of
a collaborative effort of individuals, each
highly skilled in their own field.
So it is with the programs in our
WinH
Writer Professional collection.
You can use our software
to create personal
astrological reports for
sale to clients and
customers or just for
yourself, your family, and
friends. Either way, using
our report software
assures that you are
creating the finest
personalized reports
available anywhere.

Each program begins with the interpretive
writings of a practicing Professional astrologer.
These written interpretations reflect their skill and
experience in providing clients (individual, corporate, and government) with advice they depend on
in their daily planning and decision making.
These astrologers’ techniques and interpretations
pass the “real world” test every day – each is highly
successful.
Matrix programmers blend the expertise of
these men and women with cutting-edge programming technology, harnessing the power of
today’s personal computers to intelligently assemble each individual interpretation based on the
specific personalized data you input. The end

product is a report of unparalleled clarity, readability, and precision.
WinH
Writer Professional Report Programs
Choose from 24 programs designed for use by
Professional astrologers and astrological entrepreneurs. Each allows you to effortlessly produce
detailed reports ready to print or output as digital
files ready to e-mail anywhere in the world.
WinH
Writer Professional software also gives you a
selection of options and editing tools you can use to
further personalize your reports to reflect your
Writer
personal preferences and style. Win H
Professional software includes a license that permits
you to sell your reports with no additional licensing
fees ever.
24 reports available starting on the next page...

COMPLETE

PROFESSIONAL REPORT PACKAGE
Whether your goal is simply extra income, or
something more ambitious, such as financial
independence, this Package will start you out right.
Begin locally, by selling reports to friends, coworkers, and the people in your neighborhood, or,
start right out on the internet, and quickly build up
a worldwide clientele, the choice is yours.
The Complete Professional Report Package
includes three of the best reports: Friends &
Lovers, AstroH
Talk, and TimeLine.
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See page 51

Professional Relationship Report Software.
See page 47

Professional Natal Report Software.
See page 53

Professional Forecasting Report Software.
Visit

www.astrologysoftware.com
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Professional Natal Report Software by Michael Erlewine

Professional Natal Report
The AstroH
Talk Natal Report produces
one of the finest astrological
horoscopes ever made. The report’s nononsense description of the basic
planetary configurations present in
your life and how they affect you has
provided insight to thousands of
people.

Inside an AstroH
Talk report
Introduction
To help a client understand the value of their
report, each begins with a brief introduction
to astrology and the key concepts used by
today’s astrologers when interpreting a chart.
The planets
The first and largest chapter of the report
takes the reader through the planets and
their aspects, beginning with the Lights (Sun
and Moon). You have a choice of nine different aspect sets, plus the option of including
or omitting any combination of planets. An
important feature is the use of two sets of
interpretations for each aspect pair. This
means no duplications in the text on
planetary aspects.
Life landscapes
These Saturn transits in the Grant Lewi style
provide a description of major life periods:
your personal background, plus a close-up
look at your current situation complete with
exact dates of Saturn transits.

Burn rate
Do you run hot and fast? Do things in your
life change rapidly? Or is your life less turbulent and more straightforward? Discover what
your “burn rate” is. Burn rate is based on a
very new and exciting technique. The geocentric and heliocentric positions of the planets
are analyzed, and the planets in high focus are
interpreted. Find out if your burn rate is high,
low, or in-between and whether the majority
of your planets are in the past, present, or
future.
Chart patterns/soul type
Both geocentric and heliocentric charts are
analyzed for major chart patterns and then
interpreted. Your inner self is contrasted
with your outer personality. Keys to both
inner and outer aspects are delineated. Even
your personal hot spot (the most aspected
planet) is described.
Elemental balance
This section gives an analysis of elements,
modalities, and angularities. Which do you
have in abundance and which are you lacking? Measuring these gives a general picture
of the person.
Challenges & abilities
Here is a second breakdown of planetary
aspects, describing areas of intense focus and
activity. Challenges can be difficult, requiring
caution and extra patience. Abilities are areas
of clear insight and real talent.

Interface nodes
Interface Nodes provides a complete heliocentric planetary node analysis. The position
of each planet in relation to the orbital
planes of the other planets is indicated by
either inclinations (likes) or disinclinations
(dislikes). The nodes represent our root level
or core – our innermost qualities.
House activity and emphasis
This is a six- to eight-page report on this very
important basic part of astrology. Houses,
signs, and planets in houses are looked at in
this section.
Major transits
Astro H
Talk calculates and interprets transits
for Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and
Pluto. It gives dates when the next major
transits for these planets are exact in your
chart.
Explanatory supplement
A 15-page introduction to the astrological
terms and concepts used in Astro H
Talk
report writer. Like any of the other chapters,
you can choose to include this in your printouts or not. It’s a valuable part of the report
for your customers who would like to learn
more about astrology.

Available in English, Spanish,
Portuguese, Dutch and Norwegian

Professional Natal Report Software by Steven Forrest

This is a sensitive, beautifully written
astrological view of your spiritual being.
Professional Natal Report
Steven Forrest is one of the best and most
popular astrological writers of our generation. But that isn’t why we asked him to work
with us on this project. Steven also has a deep
spiritual sense that is clearly reflected in everything he writes. The Sky Within is a journey
through the astrological aspects of your spirit
being. Written in a gentle, personal style, this
report is a great way to introduce someone to
astrology.
The Sky Within creates a fluid, easily read
report that seamlessly ties together all of the
major themes. This is a unique approach to a
natal chart that will charm, enlighten, and

encourage the reader. We highly recommend
this report for your clients seeking spiritual
reassurance and internal guideposts to universal
harmony.
The Sky Within includes:
Natal report
Covers the planets, ascendant, and nodes by
house and sign.
Areas of heightened activity
Includes planets conjunct or sharing a house
with the sun, moon, or ascendant, as well as
houses containing two or more planets.

Giving a Steven Forrest
report as a gift may be one
of the nicest things you can
do for someone. If you are
providing astrological
reports to clients or
customers, a Forrest
report assures a
thoroughly satisfied
(and returning) customer.
Also Available in Spanish,
French, and Dutch.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Based on the Techniques of Grant Lewi

Heaven Knows What
Professional Advanced Natal Report

Grant Lewi’s astrological interpretations
provide the model that today’s astrologers
strive to achieve.
A Grant Lewi report is a remarkable document that offers you
– or if you use this professionally, your client – a better
understanding of your inner self and your current situation. The
sense of clarity a Lewi report can provide will give you the
understanding and confidence to make the decisions you must
make to achieve personal fulfillment.
This software calculates your chart and then gathers an
interpretation directly from Grant Lewi’s original text, strictly
according to the astrological factors and theories found within his
work. Each report contains both natal and transit interpretations,

including the sign each planet occupies. The conditional
statements within each report work in the same manner as Lewi
himself did: one
aspect is modified because there is another contributing aspect in
the chart that impacts the interpretations and the conclusions
drawn when viewing the chart as a comprehensive whole.
The text contained within a report is valid even for those who
don't know their time of birth – Lewi focused on those factors
that are in effect throughout the birth day. The only exception to
this is the case of the Moon, which can move between 12 and 14
degrees in a day, so if the positions were calculated for noon then
the Moon could be as much as six or seven degrees different and
possibly even change signs. If you don’t know your exact birth
time you may wish to compare reports done for the beginning
and the end of the day.

Professional Specialty Natal Report Software by Samuel F. Reynolds

The

Jupiter Report
Professional Advanced Natal Report

Soaring Your Life’s Course
Jupiter is the planet of opportunity: the
bringer of good luck; overseer of our
particular fortune in the world; and guide
on whatever particular path we travel
searching for wealth and opportunity.
Every astrologer knows this; however, this is
not the only function of Jupiter: he is also
the wise teacher, the planetary guru who
shows us how to grow into the souls we
were born to be, helping us to learn the key
lessons we were meant to learn.

Every twelve years, as planet Jupiter
returns to our natal position, an
opportunity arises for us to gain a deeper
appreciation and understanding of the
lessons in our lives. By looking ahead and
gaining a better understanding of our
upcoming Jupiter returns, we can obtain,
before they occur, a better grip on life's
lessons, and thus go through our transitions
with our eyes more fully open.
Here, in concise and yet complete
format, is a full-life report on Jupiter (the

planet of direction and opportunity)
written by master astrologer Sam Reynolds,
a well-known astrologer who has extensive
counseling experience.
Not only cover all of the standard
astrological factors (Jupiter in sign, house,
and aspects) but he also goes on to detail the
key times that Jupiter returns over the next
84 years of your lifetime, thus revealing
what lessons you are here to learn and
acquire understanding from, at what age
you might be facing striking challenges.

Professional Specialty Natal Report Software by Viniita Hutchinson

STEROIDS
Professional Advanced Natal Report
Help your clients learn more about
their capacity to nurture, their
sexuality and curative powers, and
their social potential.
Asteroids reveals the impact of Ceres,
Juno, Vesta, Pallas Athena, and Chiron
upon your chart, shedding new light on
important areas of emotion and experience, much of it from a female perspective. Relatively new to the astrologer’s
palette, like Pluto, these “minor planets”
have more punch than their size indicates.
Rich in mythology, they touch on subtle
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Add new dimensions
to your readings!

aspects of the personality. Viniita
Hutchinson carefully explores their
symbolic meanings and explains how they
operate within your natal chart.
Ceres outlines the inner provider, your
nurturing heart
Juno provides the key to your
marriage, how to secure it and enrich its
potential
Vesta paints the spectrum of your
sexuality from contemplative content to
knowing abandon

Pallas Athena unfolds your inner
wisdom and strength to cut through to
life’s solutions
Chiron awakens your inner mentor
and heals lingering wounds
The asteroids and Chiron are delineated
by house, sign, and aspects throughout
your natal chart. Add a wealth of distaff
subtlety and depth to your consultations
with Asteroids.

Read sample reports at

www.astrologysoftware.com

Professional Specialty Advanced Natal Report Software by Kathie Garcia

Matrix WinH
Writer
Professional Collection

Professional Advanced Natal Report
How wondrous is the moment when
you first look into the eyes of your
newborn child!
Without question, every parent’s goal is to
guide the development of their child so that they
realize their fullest potential and, with it,
happiness. But children are not delivered with a
manual, leaving parents to grope blindly as they
strive to discover their child’s personality and the
correct way to guide them along the proper path.
Star report helps you instantly
A Child H
recognize and attune to your child’s strengths,
weaknesses, aptitude, and potentials. It will
provide you with suggestions on how to
acknowledge and alter negative behavior, and
how to maximize the positive aspects of this
amazing new being. This critical knowledge leads
to greater patience, a virtue of immeasurable
value when raising a child.
Kathie Garcia has collaborated with our
technical team to create a program that produces
reports that are direct, yet sensitive and
encouraging; each is filled with an awareness of
the possibilities and challenges your child (and
you with them) can look forward to in life.
Child H
Star describes your child’s world — its
family, educational inclinations, and emerging
identity. Good parents know that by spotting
both talents and possible challenges in advance
they can help their child lead a fulfilled life.

What is inside a ChildH
Star Report
ChildH
Star is divided into several sections, all
in Kathie’s warm, engaging prose. These
include:
A detailed analysis of the planets and aspects
The houses of your child’s chart
Your child’s talents and challenges
An overview of major life periods
Child H
Star makes a wonderful gift, ideal for
a newborn, but just as useful for parents of an
Star is
adolescent or even a teen. Child H
inspiring yet practical, written in an easy-tounderstand language covering every planet and
aspect in a child’s chart.
In addition to the rigorous testing to which
Star has
all Matrix reports are subject, Child H
been reviewed and approved by a child
psychologist.

How can we challenge the child to
bring out the positive Sun sign
potential, but, at the same time,
teach them to know clearly when
they cross the line into negatives
that could cause much grief and
sorrow later, if not corrected now?

For those who hold newborns,
ChildH
Star will offer many
insights that will prove their
worth for years to come.
For those of you with older
children, this report will shed
much light that will help you
better understand your child
and where he or she is headed.
Some will walk through their
childhood again through the
pages of this report – finding,
healing, and attuning with the
child within.

And you thought a
child didn’t come
with instructions!
ChildH
Star is also
available in Spanish

Professional Specialty Natal Report Software by Gloria Star

just Women
An Astrology report

for

Professional Advanced Natal Report

Just for Women produces reports of such
great astrological depth and quality that
some argue it should not be confined to a female
audience. But there is no denying the fact that
Gloria Star created a report that interprets a
chart from the perspective of a woman living
within an ever-changing, ever more demanding
world.
The roles that women are asked to play in our
society today are many and complex. Today’s
woman is often expected to carry out the tasks of
career person, wife, mother, community leader,

and more all simultaneously. Figuring out where
to put your energy, talents, and emotions, and
how to create time for you, can be daunting. But
all of the answers can be found through an accurate interpretation of your natal chart.
Just for Women uses:
Elemental Balances
Modal Balances
Planetary Positions
Planetary Aspects

Planets in Sign
Planets in House
House in Sign

“I am wary of products created and
marketed for women as if they’re
saying that just because we are women
we all like and want the same things.
But I read a Just for Women report
and I was hooked! Never have I read
an astrological report that was so
accurate, intelligent, and sophisticated. Each report I create is as
unique as the person I’m creating
the report for!”
Carrie, Ann Arbor

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Professional Specialty Natal Report Software by Stephanie Clement

Your Spiritual Path
Professional Advanced Natal Report

Our spiritual character and needs are welldefined from the instant of our births. Yet
from that same moment, forces around us
begin to exert sometimes-overwhelming
influences on the direction of our spiritual
development. Though well-intended, these
forces may move us along a path that is in
fact contrary to our own best interests. The
conflict between your inner spiritual being
and the information you are being given
may cause a dissonance that vibrates

through every aspect of your life, just as the
harmony of true spiritual development can
be seen in your every action.

opinions about what they should be. It is
not a roadmap to nirvana or a checklist for
sainthood. Your Spiritual Path gives you a
look “inside.” It provides an unbiased
perspective on the characteristics that
define who you are on a spiritual level. More
importantly, it gives you a clear understanding of how you can best nurture and develop those characteristics that enhance
your progress towards spiritual maturity.

Learning to identify and acknowledge
the characteristics that define your innermost self is the first step in achieving the
harmony and spiritual fulfillment you seek.
This report does not attempt to define
your spiritual goals, or offer philosophical

Professional Karmic Report Software by Bernie Ashman

Professional Advanced Natal Report

Professional Advanced Natal Report
A psychic may claim to give you the
name and address of who you were the
last time around, but don’t count on that
for forwarding your mail. Astrology
doesn’t make such claims, but it can tell
you much more, especially in the hands
of a skilled specialist.
That’s because your natal horoscope isn’t
just the beginning of you current existence,
it’s the end of your past ones, so it becomes a
window on your previous experience when
carefully interpreted. Like an archaeologist
reconstructing an ancient civilization from

your higher goals have evolved to build
upon your universal life experience. Talents
you possess and obstacles you face suddenly
become clearer in the light of a greater inner
overview. Puzzling elements in the natal
chart start to make sense in the larger context and the future comes into tighter focus
as a result. When you can see the last turns
of the wheel of karma, the next steps become more apparent. Succeeding realities
become a clear pattern instead of individual
enigmas.

its artifacts, master astrologer Bernie
Ashman uses specialized techniques to
reverse the arrow of time and focus on what
went on before your birth that gave you the
horoscope you have in this life. This includes reversing the order of the houses,
special attention to the clearly karmic
North and South Nodes, and a deeper
understanding of retrograde planets, sure
indicators of the re-workings of the soul
across history.
Put them all together, and you have a
derived picture of your spiritual leanings,
the paths you have trod before, and how

Professional Vocational Report Software by Stephanie Clement, Ph.D.

Opportunities
A Professional Advanced Natal Report

Curing job dissatisfaction:
Our jobs often define for us who we are, yet
most people are unhappy in their jobs, making
it one of the most common problems posed to
Professional astrologers.
What career should I pursue? Why am I
unhappy in my present job? I’m just going
through the motions and missing out on life?
All of these questions are addressed by
Opportunities.
Opportunities produces a personal report
detailing different planetary influences on
50

career and explains just how to balance them
for success; a must for young adults, college
students, and people seeking a second or a
more satisfying career.
Inside an Opportunities Report:
Your Ascendant as a basic indicator of
how you interact with the world

Career success and how your reputation
is built through your work
The best work environment for you,
both the place and the people

Your creative touch and its role in career
Your psychological strengths and your
personal interactive style
Vocational indicators showing where hard

Writer Collection reports at
More about WinH

work will have the best results, and how you
tend to apply your energy to that work

Financial considerations and
your self-esteem
Career or mission gives you a look
at heliocentric indicators of your
higher purpose

www.astrologysoftware.com

Professional Synastry Relationship Report Software by Michael Erlewine
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Professional Synastry Relationship Report

Friends & Lovers profiles are written just for the two of you: a counseling
astrologer’s guided tour of your relationship. Friends & Lovers calculates
two personal horoscopes, compares them in detail, and prints an in-depth
profile of what’s happening between you astrologically. Each Friends &
Lovers report is written in four parts which look at the relationship from
your perspective as well as the other person’s.
First, explore how you approach relationships in general. Do you have an easy
time becoming close to someone? What are
the traits that will influence all your relationships – from your childhood friends
to your business associates? The clues are
in your birth chart. Friends & Lovers finds
and interprets them in the first portion of
each report.
Second, how are these same questions
answered in the other person’s chart?
What do they bring to each relationship
that helps or hinders?
Third, how you relate to this person in
particular: how your two charts intertwine
to create the feelings you are experiencing.
Fourth, how your partner relates to you.
How will you two get along? What role does

Take a fascinating
look at your family
and friendships…
and your business
relationships, too!

each play here? The answers are fascinating,
and many people are startled to find just how
revealing their Friends & Lovers report is.
You can produce these profiles in either of
two versions: romance reports for lovers or
profiles on non-romantic relationships.
The program adapts its interpretive text,
depending on your selection.
Friends & Lovers profiles are in demand.
These reports make great gifts – and selling
them is a good way to make your computer
pay for itself. The Professional version of
Friends & Lovers is geared to the high-volume
output of a profitable report business.

Also Available in Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, Norwegian, and Swedish.

Professional Specialty Natal Report Software by John Townley

RELATING POTENTIAL
Professional Specialty Natal Report

From the bedroom to the boardroom, how
you relate to other people is at the heart
of living. More important, knowing how
you do it is the key to your success.
Would you leave for work or an important date without checking the mirror? No,
because you need to know your own cards
before you play them. For that same reason,
you should have a Relating Potential report
close by. What this report does for you is sort
your relationship hand, show you what you
have, top to bottom, by planet, house, and
sign. Author, journalist, and pioneering
astrologer John Townley explains your
personal possibilities so you know what
you’ve got to work with and how to play to
your best advantage, to give and get the most
out each relationship.

It’s also a camera for you to see yourself as
others see you, and helps you fully know
your part ahead of time. By putting together an inside and outside view of how
you relate to others – in love, friendship,
business, and competition – it allows you to
utilize your greatest strengths and expand
your interactive instincts.
Each chapter examines a different part of
the whole person, such as energy/drive,
inner needs/sexuality, independence, and
originality. Relating Potential reports take
you on an intimate journey of selfdiscovery. At the end of the voyage, happier,
more-fulfilling relationships await.

“This report was like holding
up a mirror that let me see how
I relate to other people. No – it
did more than that – this may
have been the very first time I
clearly saw myself as others see
me. This revelation has helped
me transform nearly every
relationship I have. I wish I
had discovered this program
years ago.”

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504

John Novik
United Kingdom
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Professional Composite Relationship Report Software by Bernie Ashman

Professional Composite Relationship Report

Simpáticos looks not at two individuals,
but at the energy their relationship
creates.
The magical allure of romantic love calls
us to embark upon a quest to find a soul
mate. But maintaining clarity in the midst of
relating to lovers, friends, parents, business
associates, and children is no easy accomplishment. Simpáticos combines two charts
into one composite chart to view
points of potential conflict as well as areas of
harmony and pleasure. It can offer a
roadmap to an empowering relationship.
Simpáticos does not shy away from sensitive questions. It is ultimately truthful.

Simpáticos acknowledges the fact that the
word relationship is more a verb than a
noun.
Simpáticos reports are divided into four
major sections:
The Playing field
Outlines a comprehensive approach to
relationships and the kind of communication that makes them work.
The Players
Is an in-depth analysis of the planets of the
composite chart, including the sign and
house they occupy. You will also find descriptions of the composite Ascendant and
Part-of-Fortune. The “main players” are the
Sun, Moon, Ascendant, and Part-of-

Fortune. The “supporting cast” includes
the remaining planets and the
Midheaven.
The Aspects
Focuses on communication and negotiation, areas of harmony in the relationship,
fusion of energies, and potential areas of
friction.
The Nodes of the Moon
“The Nodes – their celestial polarity –
give clues to your connection on the soul
level.” This somewhat unconscious connection emerges into awareness in relationships of longer duration.
Examine romantic and
platonic relationships!

Professional Compatibility Report Software by John Townley

TIME TOGETHER
Relationship and compatibility
astrology remains the single most popular
form of astrology practiced around the
world, but tracking the future of natal charts
of two persons and combining the resulting
list of indicators can be complicated.
Wouldn’t it be nice if there were a single
chart that properly represented the
relationship, one that could reveal how that
special relationship changes day by day?

Well, a master astrologer, John Townley,
discovered it in the early 1970s. Called the
Composite Chart, this chart represents
both people in a relationship by combining
the two charts into a single chart.
Since no one knows the composite chart
like John Townley, we asked Townley to use
his extensive experience and write a
compatibility report for Matrix that would

show not only the nature of the individual
relationships, but also how that
relationship changes over time, giving
day-by-day analysis, but also charting out
the overall future of the relationship over
time.
Buy Time Together and get
Togetherness free.

Professional Compatibility Report Software by John Townley

TOGETHERNESS
We had Townley write two separate
reports, a natal analysis of the basic
relationship, the Togetherness Report and a
second report that tracks that relationship as
it moves forward in time, called Time
Together.
And, since many of your clients may not
be astrologers, we offer these reports in a new
easy-to-read visual format. Included in the
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report are a complete set of Astro*Images,
tarot-like cards that communicate directly
with the mind, visually communicating the
essence of an aspect at a glance.
Of course, we have a complete written
interpretation to go with the cards, plus
keyword headers, and the usual astrological
description. And Astro*Images can be
turned on and off at your discretion.

Read a complete sample report at

The Togetherness report offers a full
compatibility interpretation of the basic
natal composite chart of the two
individuals involved. This interpretation
describes the nature of the relationship
itself.
Buy Togetherness and get
Time Together free.

www.astrologysoftware.com
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Professional Solar Return Forecast Report Software by John Townley

The

Birthday Report
The most advanced astrological interpretation ever produced.
The Birthday Report is very special in
that it is an example of what, in the trade, is
called an evergreen report, meaning, it will
never go out of style! Let’s face it, we all
have birthdays, if not, we are no longer
alive! The Birthday Report is an investment that will keep on giving, year in and
year out.
It is well-known that a solar return chart
is a chart cast in reference to the instant the
Sun returns to the exact place where it was
at the moment you were born, and in
relation to wherever you happen to be now.
That’s simple enough. This happens within
a day of your birthday every year, and
therefore, the solar return is called your
birthday chart. Your natal chart may be the
most important description of you, but
your Solar Return is considered, by many

Professional Forecasting Report

astrologers, to be the most important chart
for describing your current year.
John Townley, a veteran astrologer, has
more than 40 years of experience: he popularized the Composite Chart and shared it
with all of us; his work on cycles is wellknown around the world, and he has many
books to his credit as well; we were thrilled,
therefore, when he agreed to write a new
solar-return program for us – an authentic
Birthday Report.
It is beautiful from start to finish, taking
full advantage of unique graphics, such as
individual Astro*Image cards, which you
can either include or exclude at the touch of
a button. Along with well-designed
graphics creating an attractive cover page,
this report also includes both natal and
current solar return charts, with planet
listings for both.

This is a full report, covering, just as you
would expect, all of the major planetary
categories. Each category contains an
exceptional interpretation by John
Townley.
The Right Place, a list of all of the major
cities in North America, as well as in the
world, each color-coded with an indication
as to whether or not the city is auspicious
for the year of the solar return. Your customers can tell, at a glance, if they may want
to order one for another city.
The Birthday Report includes The
Daily News, a detailed day-by-day calendar
of the coming year. This calendar is not,
simply, a printed list, but each day is illustrated with a graphic Astro*Image. These
images help the client to get in tune with, or
get —a feel for,— the Astro-event listed on
a particular day.

Professional Forecast Report Software by Michael Erlewine and Richard Nolle

TimeLine
Progressions, transits, and directions
all in one package.
Transits compare where the planets are
now with where they were at birth. They
vary in intensity according to their duration, which depends on the rate of motion
of the transiting planet. Transits are found
by referring to an ephemeris of the planets’
positions for a given year and comparing
this information with the positions of the
planets and important points in the natal
chart. TimeLine does this for you.
Progressions measure the natural
motions of planets against the zodiac during the early part of life, according to an
equation that one day or one month equals
one year in your life. TimeLine supports
Secondary and Quotidian (1 and 2) major
progression methods, as well as Tertiary and
Minor progressions.
Directions look at what happens within
a day, according to an equation that one
degree of diurnal motion equals one day in
your life. Thus evolves a symbolic method

Professional Forecasting Report

of forecasting based on adding a fixed arc to
the natal planets and comparing the directed positions to the natal positions to
evaluate the occurrence of aspects. Arcs of
direction are calculated in a variety of ways,
such as Solar Arc, Degree-for-a-Year, Naibod
Arc, Ascendant Arc, and Vertical Arc.
Ingresses are the entrance of the sun,
moon, or any planet into a house or sign of
the zodiac, with a resulting alteration of its
influence. TimeLine allows you to determine the moment of ingress with great
accuracy.
Eclipses involve our two most influential celestial bodies in their strongest aspects, creating the single most measurable
radical change to the earth’s magnetic field.
Eclipse points in the natal chart bring about
“crisis” situations involving the house in
which they appear and any planets
aspecting to them – the closer the aspect,
the more pronounced the effect. The duration of effect for a given eclipse is uncertain
and debatable.

Look Inside TimeLine
Report formats let you select and print
reports for periods of 1, 3, 6, or 12 months.
Report highlights cover major events
(those with a duration of longer than about
two months).
Monthly format divides reports into
separate monthly chapters, including a
monthly highlight for events with a duration longer than 16 days.
Text repetition - You can decide whether
you want the main report to repeat the text
that was printed in the highlights.
TimeScan - Provides your customers
with graphs for the entire report period or
for individual months (or both!).
Job information prints a table of planets
with house and sign information.
Starting positions prints the house and
sign locations (and interpretive paragraphs)
of active planets for the report starting date.
Also Available in Spanish, French,
Dutch, Norwegian, and Swedish.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Professional Forecasting Report Software by Steven Forrest

Professional Forecasting Report
Professional Forecasting Report
Sky Log Scan 1
Considers the major
transits of the outer planets
including: Progressed Sun in
house and sign ingresses;
progressed Sun conjunct any
natal planet.
Sky Log Scan 2
Considers the minor
transits and progressions of the
outer planets including:
progressed sign and natal
house ingresses of Moon,
Mercury, Venus, and Mars.
Sky Log Scan 3
Considers the daily aspects
of the inner planets including:
all transiting Jupiter aspects to
natal planets and points, and
progressions of the Moon in
any aspect with a natal planet.

We know many astrologers will want to include both reports (The Sky Within and Sky
Log) with their chart services, as companion
pieces. Sky Log is a big report, with many options. It covers both transits and progressions –
subjects usually requiring separate reports.
The complete Sky Log report for a year’s
transit and progression aspects can run between
50 and 100 pages! Every page is packed with
useful information you can use immediately.
That spells “chart service powerhouse,” but it
might be more than astrologers will want to give
at one time (or their clients will want to receive).
For this reason, Sky Log can be customized by
printing any or all of the three different reports
(called “scans”) in time periods of 3, 6, 9, and 12
months. Thus Sky Log gives your chart service a
variety of new options.
Sky Log creates a report on an individual’s
transits and secondary progressions. There are
three sections: The Invitation, The Means, and

The Details, each of which is organized chronologically (rather than by planet),
making for a more flowing and intuitive report.
The Invitation
This gives the big picture, including
an analysis of a few major transits and secondary
progressions.
The Means
The Means covers “second order” events, emphasizing major sextiles and trines.
The Details
This is a month-by-month, aspect-by-aspect
astrological view of the year based on the Moon,
Mercury, and Venus; it is organized into 12
chapters (one for each month).

An exceptional
Transit and Progression
report program

Professional Progression Report Software by Sophia Mason

Life Progressions

Professional Forecasting Report

What are progressions?

Progressions are another
technique (transits being a
method used for showing more
immediate events) for moving
a natal chart through time.
Life Progressions software uses
Secondary Progressions to
display a slow, steady movement
that represents your own
personal evolution. The aspects
shown in a chart are long lasting,
understanding them is
indispensable to understanding
your own inner growth. This
software allows you to experiment
with a variety of methods. To
read more about Progressions
visit the “Learn Astrology”
section of the Matrix website:
www.astrologysoftware.com
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The next chapter in your life-story
may be the best yet!
The physical, emotional, and spiritual
changes we experience throughout the course
of our lives can be predicted and plotted by
carefully observing the progression of our natal
chart through time. Life Progressions reveals
the opportunities and challenges you may
encounter in coming weeks, months, and
years.
This program generates exciting reports
that can help you make the right choices at the
right time and avoid unnecessary stumbles and
pitfalls as you proceed through the maze of life.
Life Progressions reports offer direction and
guidance to keep you on a successful path to
realizing your full potential.
Our collaborator on this project was Ms.
Sophia Mason, an acknowledged authority on
progressions. Her book, Delineation of
Progressions, is the textbook on the subject. Life
Progressions uses the astrological tradition she
Read sample reports at

has created to provide complete, detailed reports
as your life moves through different stages.
In this program:
Choose from Secondary MC, Daily Houses,
All Solar Arc, Naibod MC, Naibod Arc.
Print monthly progressed positions for Moon,
Sun, Mercury, and Venus as well as the
Ascendant and Midheaven.
Calculate for your birthplace, current, or
anticipated location.
Reports provide detailed interpretations for
the progressed house cusps and planet positions in the houses. The program notes when
planets change signs or go retrograde. These
are automatically found and interpreted for
you. In addition, the “cross aspects” between
planets in your birth chart and those in the
progressed chart are included.

www.astrologysoftware.com
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Professional Forecasting Software by John Townley

Professional Forecasting Report

We all know the moon is like a joker
dancing through the natal chart
each month, freely playing with and
manipulating emotions and events.
Sometimes the effect is harmless, even fun.
Then there are those days for which you
need to be forewarned or you may suddenly
find yourself deeply in the middle of something or involved with someone you should
have avoided. A personalized Lunar Return
report provides you with an accurate “moon
forecast” that will help guide you safely

through the month. With this tool in hand
you can avoid the rocks and sail smoothly
through even the roughest tide-tossed seas.

What’s in a Lunar Return report?
As the Moon speeds through the month,
the minute hand of your Lunar Return
moves through all 12 houses of both your
natal chart and the Lunar Return chart, as
well as hitting both sets of planets. There
are 47 such events, and they repeat every
month, but not at the same time or in the
same order. Though the events repeat each

month, the “playing field” changes, thus
the basic transits have a different role to
play every month, while retaining their core
implications. The individual transits begin
with the symbolism of the degree
at which they occur, followed by an interpretation of their general meaning, and
finish with specific “issues and influences”
which they may bring into your life. Finally,
your personal Void-of-Course Moon
periods will vary widely and are important
timing factors in the daily decision-making
process, so keep a close eye on them.

Professional Solar Return Report Software by Ray Merriman

Professional Forecasting Report
PREDICTIONS

This is the first report writer to provide a
detailed interpretation of the Solar Return
chart, both as an independent chart and in
relationship to the natal chart. The program
provides a list of the planets’ positions in
both the natal chart and the Solar Return
chart, in addition to 50-plus pages of personal interpretation covering the entire year.
Solar Return Predictions is actually two
programs in one: a report writer and a
forecaster.
The report writer highlights specific
themes and life issues in effect for any given
year of your life. The second part of the

program forecasts significant dates for that
year, based on the innovative prediction
methods outlined in Mr. Merriman’s book.
This is the only program that gives you a complete listing and interpretation of the 80 dates
during the year that involve progressed solar
return angles.
The Solar Return Report Writer interprets the six-week time bands of the progressed solar return Moon to the planetary
positions and solstice points of one’s natal
and solar return planets and angles. You get
a thorough report of what to expect in the
coming year – and exactly when. There’s
nothing else like it!

An enlightening
look at your
year ahead!
Each Solar Return report contains:
A highlighted overview of the year
House location of the solar return Sun
Conjunctions to house cusps
Planets aspecting the horizon
Planets relative to their natal position
Significant time periods using the solar
return progressed Moon
The sun’s transits of solar return houses
Progressed solar return angles
Notes on keeping a journal
Importance of solar return location

Professional Forecasting Software by Noel Tyl

Solar

Arc

PREDICTIONS

Most astrologers know the ancient
method of Solar Arcs, and many practice the
technique in their work with individuals.
Solar Arcs reveal to us the major milestones
of people's lives. It is a fact, indeed, that
longitude degree-distances separating two
planets in the cart or, especially, one planet
from an angle give precious indications about
important events in life, these events being of

Professional Forecasting Report

psychological or physical nature, or referring
to turning point, successful periods or
misadventures on a professional level. My
own experience of more than 25 years has
confirmed to me the resourcefulness of this
very easy method to point out the essential
moments of our life path. We astrologers have
to get beyond the more or less unconscious
way we have of thinking that a simple method

A report with a touch of
the “Noel Tyl Magic”
(in its calculations) of forecasting can only be
false and that a more complicated method is
by definition the more accurate.
Noel Tyl is one of the world’s foremost
astrologers, and probably the most prolific.
He has authored dozens of textbooks and
organized many classic anthologies of
astrological opinion and expertise over three
generations.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Professional Relocation Report Software by Jim Lewis

AstroHH
Carto Graphy

®

Explained Professional Relocation Report

AstroHH
Carto Graphy Explained may

cause its influences are favorable isn’t an
option for most people. Thus, when he
began his collaboration with Matrix, he
sought a wider application of his techniques and broadened the parameters of the
software to help interpret and understand
how to use the astrological influences of
any location to our best advantage.

with accurate, insightful information that
can be used in a wide variety of situations.

be the most powerful tool available in
helping you maximize your opportunities
and use all of the astrological influences
around you to your advantage. Location,
location, location. That’s a chant that people
assigned the responsibility of determining
the site of a new store or office to live by. They
understand that where you locate yourself is
often an incredibly important factor in
determining success. The same is true for
individuals. Your luck, experiences, and the
options available to you can vary radically
from one geographic location to another. Jim
Lewis intuitively understood that fact and
devoted his life to developing astrological
techniques that would identify the influences, opportunities, or obstacles that might
exist for you in a particular location.

Being a perfectionist, Jim went even
further as he developed and refined his
Astro H
Carto H
Graphy Explained, defining
how to measure and evaluate influences you
might experience even in dealing with
individuals or businesses in or from a particular location. This is powerful information! The advantage gained by possessing
this knowledge is incalculable, but will be
abundantly clear to you every time it is
applied.

Recognizing the differences
AstroH
CartoH
Graphy Explained also
recognizes that different people may react
differently to the same astrological influences. For example, a woman with more
traditional values may find that Mars and
the Sun pose more problems than for their
male counterpart. Similarly, men may find
the Moon and Venus more challenging.
People who tend to follow external authorities and believe in society’s order as unchallengeable may find themselves more at
home under Jupiter and Saturn lines, while
individualists may thrive under Uranus,
Neptune, and Pluto. The report is sensitive
to the differences of our varied experiences
and backgrounds.

Applied ACG
Jim understood that to suddenly pick up
and move to some spot on the planet be-

AstroH
CartoH
Graphy Explained isn’t
some fantasy treasure hunt for good fortune;
this software will provide you or your clients

Every location has
something to offer you!

Professional Midpoint Report Software by Laura DesJardins

Software that lets you
produce exceptional results
with a click of the mouse.
Each Midpoint Keys report
gives several levels of
interpretation: emotional,
spiritual, physical, and health.
A note from Stephen Erlewine
on our Midpoint Keys software.
We astrologers are accustomed to using
planetary pairs when they are found in aspect
in a chart, but may find them difficult to use
when they make no aspect. This is mainly due
to the quantity of possible midpoints and the
difficulty in selecting those that are significant. For most astrologers, time and experience help them learn to sort their way through
all of the possibilities presented by an examination of midpoints.
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With our new Midpoint Keys program,
you can draw on the experience of a practicing professional astrologer with more than
30 years experience using midpoints in her
daily work with clients. Each personalized
report you create using Midpoint Keys
provides you with information you can use
to begin incorporating midpoints into your
own chart analysis. This information can be
invaluable for the student astrologer just
learning to use midpoints, as well as for the
professional astrologer seeking the extra
details that midpoints provide.

tion with their other interpretive tools and
skills to determine the level of interpretation
appropriate for the trigger events and the
circumstances involved. Health associations,
for instance, are made not as a prediction or a
diagnosis, but as one of many possibilities
and should only be considered when such
physical or medical indications exist.
Midpoint Keys demands more discrimination and understanding from the astrologer
than many of our report writers that are
intended for the client to read. Midpoint
Keys is a program for astrologers.

Each report gives several levels of interpretation: emotional, spiritual, physical, and
health. For this reason, Midpoint Keys reports are not intended for the non-astrologer.
The astrologer can use a report in combina-

Notice: Health references contained in
Midpoint Keys reports are not diagnostic tools.
Physical or psychological symptoms should be
referred to the proper medical professional for
evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment.

Read sample reports at

www.astrologysoftware.com

Software by Stephen Erlewine and Tom Goyett. Text by Nancy Garen

Includes 10
Popular Decks

If you are
fascinated by the
magic of the Tarot
and want a program
that realistically
re-creates the
experience of
a Professional
reading, this is it.

For a complete
list of features,
visit our
website

Exclusive
Professional
“Spread Editor”
lets you modify
existing spreads or
create your own
unique layouts.
(Commercial Version Only)

If you are a Professional looking
for tools that let you reach your
clients through the Internet
medium, the Commercially
Licensed Edition of this
program is your solution!

Features include:
A unique onscreen tutorial, included with
your Professional Tarot program, will have
you operating the software like a Professional
in just minutes.
3 ways to deal – Select computer deal, choose
each card yourself, or re-create past deals by
placing a specific card in a particular position.
Name and save spreads and interpretations
for later recall, along with your own notes
and comments. (Commercial Version Only)
Add Astrological keys to give additional
dimension to your readings of each card
in the spreads you deal.
The Show Report window lets you view
an entire reading before you print or save
the report.
“Web-Wise” entrepreneurs will love this
feature – you can save your reports in .rtf or
.html formats. Deliver customer’s reports via
e-mail or to their chosen web browser. In
.html format, card images can be stored on a
server, dramatically speeding delivery times to
your customers. (Commercial Version Only)
Personalize the look of your Professional
Tarot screen by choosing from over 60
graphic and photographic backgrounds.
Or, use the built-in color selector to create
your favorite combinations.

Name and save
spreads and
interpretations
for later recall,
along with your
own notes and
comments.
(Commercial Version Only)

Create your own Question and/or select from
32 categories for any reading: desire, success,
romance, surprises, the home, travel, beginnings,
fortune, finances, health, family, pleasure,
emotions, endings, guidance, and more.

Software designers: Stephen Erlewine, Tom Goyett / Interpretive text by: Nancy Garen. / Based upon the
work TAROT MADE EASY by Nancy Garen. Published under license from Simon & Schuster, Inc. © Copyright
1989 by Nancy Garen. All Rights Reserved. / Decks: Illustrations reproduced by permission of U.S. Games
Systems, Inc,. Stamford, CT 06902 USA. Motherpeace Round Tarot © 1981, 1983 by Motherpeace, Inc. Further
reproduction prohibited.

Available in two versions:
F
Commercially Licensed Edition
F
Personal Edition

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Ideal for beginners and experienced Astrologers

Create a chart, click on any planet and
get a pop-up interpretation of what it
means in that chart!

WinH
Star Express
is proof that
Professional
quality astrology
software can
be easy and
fun to use.

Click once to create a single wheel, click again to create a bi-wheel,
again and you have a tri-wheel, once more and you have a quad-wheel.
Create natal, transit, progressed or solar arc charts, and solar or lunar
return charts with a single click of the mouse. It’s really that simple.

Create and read astrological charts instantly!
WinH
Star Express gets five out of five stars and
all the other planets too! This is an extraordinary
program that truly brings “one-click” ease of use
to Professional-level astrology. We designed
WinH
Star Express to help open the astrological
doorway to anyone interested in this exciting
field. It gives you the same powerful, precision
calculation engine as our WinH
Star Professional
program, but at a level that helps you quickly
build your astrological knowledge and skills.
Install WinH
Star Express onto your computer,
enter the birth information, click a button and
instantly create a natal chart. Click on any planet
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For more information visit our website

within that chart and a pop-up interpretative
window will help you understand what that
planet represents within that chart. Click on the
“Interpret” button and get a natal interpretation
that you can print and read. Within no time you
will be “reading” a chart without assistance.
A built-in AstroH
Tutor will help you quickly
master all of the important astrological terms and
techniques you need to know.
Instantly begin interpreting your own natal
charts, transit (forecasting) charts, and synastry
relationship charts.

www.astrologysoftware.com

Accurate, Fast, Incredibly easy to use

WinH
Star Express Personal Calculation Software

More interpretive power,
more techniques, and
more tools to help you
learn, use, and improve
your astrological
knowledge and skills

Choose from four wheel
styles: Standard, Unequal,
European, and Aries.

WinH
Star Express “one-click”
features include:
Instant natal charts, transits, progressions,
directions, solar and lunar returns
One-click single-, bi-, tri-, and quadwheel charts
A complete AstroH
Tutor with DeVore’s
Encyclopedia of Astrology
4 basic wheel styles: Standard, Unequal,
European, or Aries — also access over
170 newly added chart forms
An excellent interactive animated aspect
finder and display
Now includes printable Natal, Synastry, Transit,
Printable Natal, Transit, and Synastry
Progressed,
and Solar Arc interpretations.
Relationship interpretations, and more
Pop-up onscreen interpretations
WinH
Star Express lets you print complete natal,
throughout the program
transit, and synastry chart interpretations directly
Detailed Time Scans for up to 21 years
from the program. For even more interpretive
power add any of our WinH
Writer Express (see
Choice of all major house systems
pages
8-13)
programs
that
can
be accessed with a
Geocentric or Heliocentric charts
click of the “Reports” button on your toolbar.
Instant chart and aspect data viewers
Instant onscreen help

Just some of
WinH
Star Express
new features:
PDF output of charts, data
>
views, interpretations for
easy viewing, printing, and
e-mailing
Over 170 new chart forms
>
Arabic parts
>
Around the Wheel
>
Planetary Hours
>
Midpoints
>
Chart Patterns interpreted
>
A.T. Mann’s Lifetime Arcs
>
New text by Arlene Kramer
>
Rising Charts
>
Coordinate Conversion
>
PDF Data view output
>
View screenshots and read more
detailed descriptions of all the
new features at our secure
website now.

Bonus:
Now with complete U.S. and
International Atlas of 258,000 cities.

TimeH
Scan is a powerful tool that lets you instantly view significant planetary events for a
period of 3 days up to 21 years. Click on any event for a helpful onscreen interpretation.

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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The Matrix WinH
Writer Express Personal Report Software Collection

Express Person
WinH
Writer Express Report Writer: Purchase of a WinH
Writer Express
does not include license to sell the reports you create (which is the
output) from the program. WinH
Writer Express reports may not be
sold. It is only for personal use

AstroH
Talk by Michael Erlewine

Natal Report

No-nonsense descriptions of the basic planetary configurations present in your life, and how they affect you, have made
Astro H
Talk the most popular astrological report software for
Professional astrologers for more than 20 years. As sophisticated
as it is, Astro H
Talk software is exceptionally easy to use. You simply enter the birth data of the individual for whom you are preparing a report and click “process.” When done by hand reports of
this depth and quality take even the most experienced astrologer
many hours to prepare. You do it with the click of a mouse.
This program is the biggest seller we’ve ever created — and
we’ve been selling astrology software longer than anyone!

The Sky Within by Steven Forrest

Natal Report

The Sky Within report is like a conversation with a close
trusted friend. Steven gently guides the reader through a very
personal introduction to themselves, identifying characteristics,
talents, and potential that a person may not have previously
expressed, but innately felt. The Sky Within report is a rewarding
experience — for some a life-changing experience. We highly recommend this report for anyone you know seeking spiritual reassurance and internal guideposts to universal harmony.

Heaven Knows What by Grant Lewi

Natal Report

Grant Lewi was one of the most brilliant and influential astrologers of the past century. His observations and research created
much of the foundation for modern astrology. Each Heaven
Knows What report you create contains both natal and transit
reports of unmatched clarity and precision. Your Heaven Knows
What report will be one that will provide guidance throughout
your life. Now you can have one of the finest astrologers ever to interpret and read your chart.

Asteroids by Viniita Hutchinson

Advanced
Natal Report

Asteroids details the influences of the four major asteroids
(Ceres, Juno, Vesta, and Pallas Athena), plus Chiron, upon your
natal chart. Explore the symbolic meanings of these orphan
bodies and discover how their energy affects your personal horoscope. Asteroids reports will shed new light on several important
areas of your life. You may be quite surprised by the discoveries
you make about yourself and about those around you.

ChildH
Star by Kathie Garcia

Advanced
Natal Report

Our Child H
Star Express software lets you create a personal
horoscope written specifically for the parents and others involved
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in a child’s development. This unique natal report describes in
great detail a child’s emerging identity, as well as their emotional
and intellectual inclinations. But, it doesn’t stop there — the
reports you create will also delve into the areas where your child
shows the greatest potential for success, personal fulfillment, and
happiness.

Just for Women by Gloria Star

Advanced
Natal Report

Since the middle of the last century, the roles that women are
asked to play have been changing and evolving. Today’s woman is
often expected to carry out the tasks of a career person, wife,
mother, community leader, and more — all simultaneously.
Figuring out where you want to put your energy, talents, and emotions can be daunting. But all of the answers can be found within
you. Just for Women can help you get to know yourself and discover
what you really want out of life and how you can achieve it.

Your Spiritual Path by Stephanie Clement

Advanced
Natal Report

Your Spiritual Path is a powerful new program that helps you
fully explore your personal spirituality and spiritual development.
Examine your creative process, core beliefs, communication and
mental development, self-esteem and development of spiritual
partnerships, death and transformation, transcendent values, and
more. This is author/astrologer Stephanie Clement’s finest work
to date.

Past Lives by Bernie Ashman

Advanced
Natal Report

This software is like creating an adventure in time. Bernie
Ashman has worked with Stephen Erlewine and our programming team to create a natal report like no other. With this technique you can explore your progression and development
through many previous lifetimes. What happens? Perhaps you
will find answers to questions and conflicts or confusion that are
active in this current existence. It is fascinating and very revealing.

Opportunities by Stephanie Clement

Advanced
Natal Report

Somewhere out there is THE job. The career that will have
you leaping out of bed each morning with anticipation. The
reports produced by Opportunities can show you the way.
Opportunities is based on the work of psychologist/astrologer
Stephanie Clement. The reports you create identify the personality traits and talents that may help you achieve an ideal combination of success and personal fulfillment.

To read sample reports visit

www.astrologysoftware.com

17 Express Personal Report Programs to share with family and friends

nal Collection
Friends & Lovers by Michael Erlewine

Relationship Report

This is absolutely the best relationship software you’ll find, but
don’t be fooled by the title. Our Friends & Lovers software lets you
evaluate the “love” potential of any relationship or possible relationship, an invaluable tool all by itself, but this software does
more; compare any two individuals in any type of relationship,
family, friends, business associates (the boss) to discover where
there is compatibility or potential conflict. The reports are revealing and enormously helpful in (or anyone for whom you prepare
reports) getting the most out of every relationship. To create a
report just enter the birth information of both people, choose the
type of relationship, and click. Within seconds your report is
ready to read onscreen or print.

Relating Potential by John Townley

Relationship Report

What characteristics help you in a relationship? What personal quirks get in the way or cause difficulties with other people?
How do other people really see you? The manner in which we
approach people and how we manage our relationships can determine the quality of our lives. In love, friendships, even in business
we are continuously interacting with and reacting to others.
Success and personal fulfillment come with a clear understanding
of how we relate, and who others see when they look at us.
Relating Potential reports hold a mirror to our “relating selves”
and offer guidance to help you achieve maximum success in every
relationship in your life.

Simpáticos by Bernie Ashman

Relationship Report

In every relationship there are actually three components, two
people, and the relationship itself. If you are unfamiliar with the
composite chart, astrologer Bernie Ashman probably describes it
best when he says that it lets you “look at the energy of the relationship.” What is revealed can be of exceptional value and bring a new
level of intimacy to your love life, harmony to your family, more
success in your career and business.

TimeLine by Michael Erlewine and Richard Nolle

Forecasting Report

For nearly 30 years the “astrologically aware” have used our
TimeLine software to help them take advantage of opportunities
they may have otherwise missed, or to avoid unpleasant situations
or events headed their way.
TimeLine Express Personal software lets you prepare detailed
personal reports for any three month period you want to examine.
Look forward to see what’s ahead or take a look back for an explanation of an event or situation that you have already experienced
— it’s often very revealing and informative to see why something
has happened to you and what influences were at play in your life.
The way you can move back and forth through time using this
software would make Einstein envious.

Sky Log by Steven Forrest

Forecasting Report

Think of Sky Log Express Personal report software as your own
astrological weather station, giving you an accurate forecast of
planetary influences in your life, when they will begin, their
intensity, and the impact they may have, all in an easy-to-read
language that you don’t have to be an astrologer to understand or
use. Sky Log reports show the amazing intuitive understanding of
the transiting chart that has made Steven one of the most sought
after counseling astrologers of the day. This software will become
one of your favorites.

Life Progressions by Sophia Mason

Forecasting Report

The physical, mental, and emotional changes we experience in
life can be predicted by carefully observing the progression of our
natal chart through time. This exceptional addition to our
WinH
Writer Express reports collection reveals the opportunities
and challenges you may encounter in coming weeks, months, and
years. Life Progressions produces exciting reports that help you
make the right choices at the right time and avoid unnecessary
stumbles and pitfalls. It’s like having a life-map to success.

Lunar Return by John Townley

Forecasting Report

The moon is like a joker dancing through the natal chart each
month, freely playing with and manipulating emotions and
events. Sometimes the effect is harmless, even fun. Then there are
those days for which you need to be forewarned or you may suddenly find yourself deeply in the midst of something, or involved
with someone, you should have avoided. The Lunar Return
report provides you with an accurate, personalized “moon forecast.”
With this tool in hand you can avoid the rocks and sail smoothly
through even the roughest seas.

Solar Return by Ray Merriman

Forecasting Report

Forget traditional New Year’s resolutions! This software can
show you the REAL beginning of your personal new year (or
anyone for whom you want to run a report) and help prepare you
to take advantage of every opportunity presented to you during the
upcoming months.
Our Solar Return software gives you a detailed advance look at
the tone and temper of your upcoming year. It also shows you
specific dates of significant events and influences you will encounter as
you proceed through your new year. Now that’s a powerful bit of
information!
For Professional licensed versions of this reports
see pages 47 to 56

Toll-free Order Line 1-800-PLANETS / Technical Support Line: +1-352-373-1504
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Cosmic Patterns Bookshop
Astrology For The 21st Century
Whether you are new to astrology or a professional, you will
discover new vistas in astrology in
this book. This is the startling,
exciting, and extraordinary story of
the discovery, implementation, and
validation of astrological theory.
Whether you are a skeptic or a
believer in astrology, this book will
challenge your assumptions, and
provide a new appreciation of the
magic and mystery, of astrology.

your personality and behavior that other astrological
methods are not able to identify.

AstroLocality Magic
AstroLocality Magic presents a new synthesis of several
relocation methods into a new system. With unusual clarity
and simplicity, the author explains the theoretical foundations for this new system. The concept is so new that
anyone with an interest in astrology, from beginner to
practicing professional, will find this book to be enlightening. The material is presented as a personal story that is so
intriguing and captivating that you
are likely to find yourself fully
engrossed from cover to cover.
The formula presented is remarkably simple, and yet it has eluded
astrologers until now. The analysis
is essentially a marriage of the
Astro-Map, a product of western
20th century astrology, with the
9th harmonic chart, also known as
the navamsa chart in ancient Vedic
astrology. Although the methods
may at first sound arbitrary (why
9th harmonic rather than other harmonics) the author
presents a thorough explanation of why these particular
methods are important.

Vibrational Astrology
Interpreting Aspects by Linda
Berry and David Cochrane provides
interpretations of minor aspects
like quintiles, septiles, and noviles.
Many astrologers assume that
these aspects are very subtle and
not very important, but when you
read these interpretations that
capture the exact meaning of these
aspects, you are likely to be
amazed at how they reveal parts of

Contact Us
Address
Cosmic Patterns Software, Inc.
6212 NW 43rd Street, Suite B
Gainesville, FL 32653
USA

Telephone Numbers
Technical Support:
1-352-373-1504
Fax:
1-352-374-8826
Toll Free Order Line Only:
1-800-779-2559

Emails
kepler@astrosoftware.com
Technical Support:
support@astrosoftware.com
Orders:
order@astrosoftware.com

Regular Hours
9 am to 5 pm
Eastern Time, Monday-Friday.
Closed: Saturday & Sunday
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Newsletter
You will receive our newsletter Kepler News about once a year. The newsletter will let
you know what improvements and new options are available and what our plans for
the future are. Also, we send out an e-mail newsletter about 3 times per year. We do
not sell our name data base so don't worry about receiving junk mail. If you have an email address, we send out an e-mail notice of new features about twice a year.

Automated Online Chart Services
If you purchased Kepler or Sirius program and at least one interpretive report option,
then you have a web site on the Internet that provides a completely automated online
chart service! On your online chart service are the report options that you purchased.
Most of the 40 report options are available for this service, but not all of them.
H
Go to www.AstroSoftware.com/newservi.htm to view details of how your online
chart service works.

Customer Support
We provide fast, efficient service and excellent customer support. Virtually all of our
customers are extremely pleased with both the performance of our software products
and the level of assistance that we provide. Most customers prefer to e-mail their
questions to us at kepler@astrosoftware.com. We respond to e-mail within one
business day. You can also call us at 1-352-373-1504. Our office hours are Monday to
Friday, 9 AM to 5 PM Eastern time. If you cannot call during our office hours, let us know.
We can set an appointment for you to call us.
Fore more info visit

www.astrosoftware.com

www.StarGuidance.com

STAR
GUIDANCE

The World’s Best and
Largest Selection of
Online Astrology Reports!

Learn and discover more about yourself, your friends
and family, soul mate, perfect job, future and best
places with personalized astrology readings, emailed
directly to you instantly.
What? No Sun Signs?
That's right. No sun signs! We simply have found that sun
signs alone are not adequate to give even mildly accurate
results. Our interpretive reports are designed to give you
really helpful and useful information. We do not offer
products that are popular but we have found are not accurate enough to be helpful.

Choose from 13 reports categories that describe:
+
The personality, talents, and traits of a person
+
Future trends for the coming month, 3 months, or year
+
Compatibility of friends or romantic partners
+
Specialized Reports for Children, Seniors, Pets
+
Vocation and Career
+
Best Places to Live, Visit, and Conduct Business
+
Karmic and Past Life Reports
+
6 Languages Available
+
And more!

www.StarGuidance.com
Free Cosmo Natal Report

Free Chart Wheels

-

www. A valon A strology.com

-

NEW!!! online classes at Avalon An Apprenticeship program that
Inspires, educates, and trains You to be a professional!
! The courses are practical and designed to empower you to be an expert astrolo-

ger! After about a year and a hthe process of assisting you to establish your alf
of studies, we will begin astrological practice if you wish to be a professional.
! These courses are designed to enable you to become a professional astrologer.

We will train you in every aspect of becoming a professional, including details
on how to attract clients, counsel ethically, etc.
! The Avalon School of Astrology provides comprehensive training that prepares

students for a career in the field of astrology.
! Avalon prides itself on producing graduates who represent a new kind of astrol-

ogy for the 21st century, an astrologer that is based on ethics, academic study,
and actual hands-on training!

Contact Information:
The Avalon School of Astrology
6212 N.W.43rd Street, Suite A
Gainesville, FL 326 53, USA
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Phone: 352-375-1250
Web Site: www.AvalonAstrology.com
E-mail: Avalon@AvalonAstrology.com

www.avalonastrology.com

Developing
the
Highest Quality
and
Standard in

Astrology Software

COSMIC
PATTERNS
SOFTWARE
Superb Astrology Software

Matrix
Software

www.AstroSoftware.com
www.AstrologySoftware.com
kepler@AstroSoftware.com
phone: 352-373-1504 (USA)

